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OOMMU|uISI PARIY OT CIEEruA-

To the uictorious fighters and leaders of the People's Lib-eratton

Army,led by the gre:ai Communist Party ol China and its helmsman

Mao Tse-tung:

Your mighty military advances coupled with the rapid consolidation

o[ the Liberated Areas under your leadership are each day expanding

and strengtltening the fo..., of national independence' progress and

p.r.. ,.ri r.rt.i.t'irrg and weakening the camp of- imperialism' Your
'hirtori. 

successes, ".rd 
you, approathittg nation-wide victory' are help-

ing decisively to change the face of the world'

We American Communists appreciate the significance of these

€vents, including the leading tote tf the valiant Chinese Communist

Party,'partic,rl"r"ly ,, yorr. ,[totits mean defeats not only of the hated

Chinese reactionaries but also for Wall Street imperialism, the most

J".g..orx foe of national freedom, peace and democracy in the postwar

world.

We send this greeting to you on the occasion of your new and far-

reaching military-political victories'

Wealsosendthismessageontheoccasionofthearrivalinthiscoun.
try of the wife of the detested tyrant and traitor of the Chinese people'

Cirl""g Kai-shek. Madame Chiang appeals to WalI Street and Wash-

;;,J "t " ti-. 
when your magnificent victories' and the growing

anli-imperialist ,esistance of the peoples- of Europe' as well as the

U. S. A., have created new crises and difficulties among all imperialist

circles.

However, we Communists and millions of American workers and

p.og..rriu., do not view this situation with complacency' You and

y..r? *iffi""s of compatriots are defeating the reactionary' bankrupt

-iio, of cablegram sent on December 6' r948'

(Continued on Page tr4o)

EI.TOTICIN$

By EUGENE DENNIS

ffil[ tutArRI tE$$0N$ 0F THE 1$48

Frnsr, solm racrs: (r) The r94B qlec-
tion was the closest in 3z years, and
the total vote was the smallest since
1932. Nearly complete returns, as of
Nov. 6, gi 3 pop-
ular votes W;l-
lace, 11116, troo6r-

3q.
(r) Truman's popular vote fell

more than 2,ooo,ooo below Roosevelt's
popular vote in ry44. In the three key
states of Ohio, Illinois, and Califor-
nia, Truman nosed out Dewey by a
narrow total margin of 88,883 votes.
A slight shift of votes in these states
would have swung the election to
Dewey.

(3) There was a large stay-away
vote. Of an estimated 95 million eli-
gible voters, some 35 to 37 million
failed to register, and roughly one-
third of the registered vorers stayed
away from the polls. In New York
alone, approximately r,ooo,ooo who
registered did not vote.

(4) Neither the Democrars nor the
G.O.P. emerged as a majority party.
Truman and the Democrats received
about zo percent of the eligible vote,
25 percent of the registered vote, and
49 percent of the total vote cast.

(5) There was no Truman land-
slide. The President's vote trailed the
combined votes cast for Democratic

governors, Senators, Congressmen,
etc. In a number of states, the Con-
gressional and state slate carried Tru-
man. For example, the President ran
about 4oo,ooo vores behind Adlai
Stevenson and Paul Douglas in Illi-
nois where the Democrats carried the
state. In Pennsylvania, where the
Democrats picked up over a score
of Congressional
the state. In Oh
fused to suppor
candidate. In that state, Truman
squeaked through with a margin of
only rB,4r5 votes; whereas Frank
Lausche, the Democratic candidate
for governor, received a majority of
2t6,556.

(6) In the Congress, rhe Democrats
won an unstable numerical majority,
gaining nine seats in the Senate and
77 seats in the House. The Demo-
crats also won a dozen gubernatorial
contests and now control the gover-
norships in z9 states.

,6 
'( 

iF

What is the general signifcance
ol tlte election results?

The voters delivered a parrial-
yet important-electoral rebufi and
setback to some of the most openly
reactionary forces gathered around
the G.O.P. and identified pub,licly

to47
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with Hearst and Col' lvlcCormick,
with the N.A.M. and the Chamber
of Commerce. The voters returned
an Administration which Promised
extensive social reforms but which
continues to be controlled bY the
WalI Street monopolists committed
to the bipartisan imperialist policy
and war program.

The people condemned inflation
and the Dixiecrats and rePudiated
the Taft-Hartleyites and the G.O'P.-
dominated 8oth Congress. TheY
elected a Democratic Congressional
majority composed of a number o[
progt.ttiu.t, as well as a grouP of
Social-Democrats, a sizable bloc of
"pro-labor" northern machine wheel-
htrses, and southern Bourbons. They
reelected to Congress that outstand-
ing progressive, Vito Marcantonio'

In this election, the masses re-
jected what they regard as the party
of extreme reaction, of Big Business.

Acting largely within the frame-
work of the two-Party system, they
expressed, even if in a distorted way,
their continuing adherence to the
New Deal and the Roosevelt tradi-
t10n.

They voted to rePeal the Taft-
Hartley law, to curb infation, to
solve the housing problem, and to
secure the civil rights of the Negro
people. While they did not, directly
i.prdirt. the Marshall Plan, the
Truman Doctrine, and the arma-
ment s did reg-
ister hoPe that
U.S. ard Israel
woul a friendlY

AFFAIRS

settlement with the Soviet Union
would be achieved.

In this connection, Walter LiPP-

mann correctlY concluded from the

election results that "the overwhelm-

oacific means."' Finally, among those who ab-

stained from voting, millions ex-

oressed both their disillusionment
*i,tr ,i,. two old Parties and their
resentment against the bipartisan
policies which both Pursue, even

though they were not Yet- PrePared
to eirbark on a course o[ indePen-

dent political action through sup-

port to the new Progressive PartY'

POLITICAL

Why the "uPset"?

and

su and

ca sure

to rof
the couhtry, the Big MoneY was con-

fident thit the r946 "trend" had

gathered momentum and that a

C.O.P. victory was in the bag. At
the same time, while favoring DeweY

to win, the monopolists sought to

maintain the Democratic PartY as a

serious political force, in order to
preserve their two-party system. 

-
But the masses saw a victorY for

Dewev and the G.O.P. as a return
to Hloverism, and reiected them.

TIIE MAIN LESSONS OF TFIE re48 ELECTIONS to49

witch-Furthermore, large sections of the
masses accepted Truman's dema-
gogic New Deal promises ar face
value. They voted for the Adminis-

and urban middle classes. Above
all, 'Iruman's demagogic appeals to
poptlar hatred of the Both Congr.ss
evoked wide response.

The false and unstable "prosperity',
produced by the developing *r,
economy was also a factor. But here
the rural and urban middle-class
shift away from the G.O.P. is sig-
nificant. For the farmers r"".t.-d
swiftly to the G.O.P. threar to scutle
farm price supports, and in the cities
the middle class, like labor, showed
its resentment against the scuttling of
O.P.A. Thus, in the midst of a ivar
preparations "boomr" the masses
showed that they lear the cornirrg
bust and are determined ro resisi
attempts to lower their living stand-
ards.

The bipartisan anti-Communist
hysteria and Red-baiting witchhunts
also afiected the election outcome and
were a serious factor in cutting down
the Wallace vote. But even here the
"lesser evil" theory operated, and the
voters responded to Truman's dema-
gogic criticism of the House Un-
American Committee, to Attorney
General Clark's criticism of Mc-
Dowell and his assurances that the

Administration is "against"
hunts.

,e r* J6

trVlta:t about the Progressiue Party
and tlte l,"y'allac'e uote?

The low Wallace vore cannot ne-
gate or obscure the historic service
the Progressive Party performed, or
its- important role in the campaign.

The Wallace forces demonslraied
that it zs possible to organize a third

ty, as a united front anti-war and
ant;monopoly party.

neuver on many issues, such as the
projected Vinson mission, Israel, civil
rights, the Taft-Hartley law, erc.

In many Congressional races, par-
ticularly in the industrial areas, the
overall correct tactical line of the
Progressive Party was a decisive fac-
tor in helping defeat scores of Taft-
Hartleyites and in electing a number
of progressives.

The Progressive Party is already
giving the lead on a number of
post-election problems. It is already
laying plans to srrengrhen itself oi-
ganizationally and to help furrher
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the cleveloping new polirical align-
ment and the forging of a mighty
people's r-r;..'rt: coalition.

In uiew of this, ruhy did Wallace
get suc/t a loou uote?

Alongside of the "lesser evil" illu-
sions and the idea that a vote for
Wallace was a "wasted vote"-the
idea so assiduously promoted by the
trade union bureaucracy and Social
Democrats - the masses remained
confused and misled regarding the
Marshall Plan and the bipartisan
"national defense" war program

Because there was no big break-
through here, the Progressive Party
forces made only a limited break-
through in their efiorts to win the
masses away from the Democratic
Party and its social-reformist and
social-democratic lackeys, away from
Wall Street's two-party system. How-
ever, only a political idiot would
measure the growing mass suPPort
for Wallace's Peace prograrn by the
number of Wallace uotes.

Moreover, certain political and
organizational weaknesses in the
election campaign prevented the
Wallace vote from reaching its full
potential. Politically, there was an
inadequate linking up of economic
issues with the central struggle for
peace) as well as a one-sided con-
centration of attack against Tru-
man. Generally correct tactics in
Congressional and local contests were
not always carried out with the nec-
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essary skill and political independ-
ence. The limited number of local
Progressive candidates, inevitable in
view of the circumstances, militated
against the new party's achieving its
maximum total vote, statewide and
nationally. The political-organiza-
tional weaknesses of the Progressive
Party are not surprising in so young
a venture, rvhich had to match itself
against unprecedented Red-baidng
and intimidation, the entrenched ma-
chines, widespread "lesser evil" con-
cepts, and imperialist reformist ideol-
ogy and illusions.

Another serious factor in holding
the Wallace vote to an unnecessary
low was the very limited trade union
base developed by the new party.
Here the Left-wing trade unionists
displayed serious political weaknesses
which 'rvere reflected in the failure
to take the ofiensive on many con-
crete issues of program and struggle,
particularly in the fight for a demo-
cratic foreign policy, as well as in cer-
tain sectarian moods and practices.

The Left-wing forces, inch-rding
many Communists, must also ac-
cept responsibility for the under-
estimation in practice of the need
to wage a sustained and effective
political-ideological struggle to com-
bat and unmask the treacherous role
and influence of the trade union
bureaucracy and Social-Democracy.
Seizing on events in the last weeks
of the campaign, the Dubinsky-Reu-
ther Social-Democrats, the A.D.A.
and the labor reformists were able
more eflectively to promote the

THE MAIN LESSONS OF THE 1948 ELECTIONS r05L

Truman's demagogic appeals to labor,
the Jewish people, and the Negro
people, and to the advocat.r oi 

"peaceful solution of American-soviet
differences.

,e >F i(

In uieru of the election returns the
question is aslpd: Did the Corfr-
munists "miscalulate," and conse-
quently pursue an incorrect election
policy?

It is true that we Communists
eilimxted that Dewey would win,
albeit by a close voie. It is t.ue,
too, that we worked for and ex-
pected Wallace to secure a larger
vote. But here it must be said that
as the situation changed, as the cam-
paign unfolded, our estimate of the
size of the Wallace vote changed. At
no time, though, did we share the
utopian dreams of some.

However-and this is what is de-
cisive - we Communists and other
anti-imperialists did zoz miscalculate
when we said that tl-re election of
either Dewey or Truman would rep-
resent a victory for Wall Street and
its biparrisan imperialist program.

We did not mrscalculate when we
emphasized that the times required,
and made possible, the launching of
a new people's anti-monopoly, anti-
war party, when we worked toward
that end.

We did not rniscalculate when we
pointed out thar it was possible to
defeat a host of the most rabid Con-
gressional advocates of imperialist
war and reactioD and when we strove-
to help elect a substantial number of
pro-labor and progressive Congress-
men.

We did not miscalculate when we
signalized the need for, and con-
tributed toward the building of, the
broadest possible people's democratic
and peace coalition around concrete
issues. Nor did we miscalculate when
we predicted that it was possible, si-
multaneousl/, to increase greatly the
size and influence of the Communist
vote and participation in these elec-
tions, as the r5o,ooo votes for Si
Gerson in Brooklyn pointedly testify.

Consequently, the Communist par-
ty's main line on this historic election
struggle was correct, regardless of a
certain i
the num
nificant
tial and' In fact, it must be emphasized
that without the Progressive Party
in the field the resuks of this elei-
tion would have been a complete
reactionary sweep. By its presence
in the field it forced the bieak be-
tween Truman and the Dixiecrats
and it also forced the Democrars to
make their main appeal to the Left
as against .vying with the Repub-
Iicans in appeals to the Righi. It
was this that made possible the de-
feat of so many reactionaries in Con-'
gress.
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what, ue nnay flou asft, are some
af the main dangers in the post-
election period?

For one thing, the Dewey-G.O.P.
defeat undoubtedly creates some tem-
porary illusions about Truman, the
Democratic Party and the new Con-
gress. But while the Administration
may make certain maneuvers and
concessions to the people, particu-
larly in regard to domestic questions
(i.e., broadening of the social security
act, enactment of a limited low-cost
housing program, a compromise la-
bor relations act, partial price con-
trols, token civil rights legislation,
etc.), and may go easy on frontal
attacks against the trade union move-
roent - it will proceed with the
North Atlantic-Western l]nion war
alliance anrl with odrer key aspects

of the imperialist bipartisan war
program. This will be its course re-
gardless of a Cabinet reshuffie that
may let out some of the most dis-
credited generals and bankers, or of
possible open "national unity" moves
torvard Dewey and Dulles and many
of the Dixiecrats.

Secondly, 'lvhile in New York the
I-iberal Party lost in votes and in-
fluence, on a national scale the reac-

tionary Social-Democrats have, for
the moment, strengthened some of
their positions. With the election of
Humphrey, Douglas, Bowles, etc., as

well is through Reuther's role in the
C.I.O., the A.D.A. crowd gained cer-

tain electoral advantages and will
aspire to play a bigger Part in the

POLITICAL APFAIRS

Democratic Party and in national
affairs.

This will undoubtedly create tem-
porary difficulties for the Progres-
sive Party, r,vhich will have to com-
bat within some sections of its own
ranks the dangerous notion that
failure to "co-operite" ririth the Berles
and Hendersons and failure to at-

tack the Communists, is responsible
for its relatively low nation-wide vote.
Furthermore, the Social - Democrats
aq,d the top union officialdom-C.tr.O.
and A.F. of L.-will now be encour-
aged to redouble their eflorts to sabo-

tage militant united labor action
around concrete issues of both do-
rnestic and foreign policy, and will
reinforce their attempts to isolate the
Left-progressive forces.

,& ,t ,(

In uiew of tltis, do'any netu, oP-

portunities open for tlte progressiue

camp as a result of the elections?

The election results demonstrate
that the majority of the people want
economic security, civil and labor
rights, and peace. They confirm what
was already revealed in the Pre-
election strike struggles, in the fight
against the Mundt-Nixon bill, in the
political struggles around Israel and
Wallace's proposals for American-
Soviet friendship, etc., and in the
emergence of the Progressive Party
itself.

In this post-election Period, now
more than euer, the masses rudnt
peace and progress and theY are in

THE MAIN LESSONS OF THE i948 ELECTIONS to53

a mood to struggle for what they
taant,

Many people believe they are going
to get what they want from the
Truman Administration and the
Democratic majority in the biparti-
san Congress. But these illusions will
b_e - or, at least, can be - relatively
short-lived. We are not entering an-
other New Deal "era." The Admin-
istration and the bipartisan Congress
are committed to an anti-Communist
drive at home and abroad, to an ag-
gressive imperialist war policy and a
war economy. This cannot but deter-
mine the character of, and set defi-
nite limits upon, the scope of Tru-
man's promised social and labor re-
forms. Moreover, there is already
talk of making "peace" with most of
the Dixiecrats.

Clearly, the election returns show
that the rnajority of the people want
progress, want to move forward.
Large numbers of the electorate have
demonstrated a pronounced fighting
spirit and a desire to work for and
achieve what they thought they voted
for on November z. Obviously, the
way to realize these aims is by initi-
ating united mass srruggles for the
fulfillment of the peoples' expecta-
tions in the Brst Congress and by
exerting mounting mass pressure on
the Administration, as well as by
struggies on the economic front. And
here tlte ftey tasft in aduancing the
cause ol peace, security and democ-
racy, is the f gltt lor partial economic
antl political demands on th.e broad-
est united lront basis.

Thus, united labor struggle to
prevent the application of the ini-
quitous Taft-Hartley Act nou, must
accompany the struggle for its re-
peal and for a progressive labor rela-
tions act.

Thus, the immediate issuance of
an executiue order to rid the armed
services and all government agencies
of Jim Crow must be demanded,
vvhile the fight for genuine civil
rights legislation goes on.

Similarly, in the struggle to safe-
guard the Bill of Rights and enforce
the r3th, r4th and r5th Amendments,
a renewed and concerted mass move-
ment must now be unleashed to force
the dismissal of the indictments
against the rz Communist leaders, to
abolish the Un-American Committee,
to unseat Parnell Thomas and to free
all the victims of the pro-fascist un-
Americans.

On the peace front, the immediate
concrete struggles must take place
not only around the demand for ful-
fillment of the Yalta and Potsdam
agreements as the basis for imme-
diate peace treaties with Germany
and Japan. Simultaneously, an ef-
fective fight for peace must and can
be waged around the demand for
resumption of the Foreign Ministers'
conferences on a quarterly basis and
for direct negotiations with the So-
viet lJnion, as well as around de-
mands for a reduction of U. S.
armaments, for the outlawing of the
atom bomb, for dismissal of Dulles
from the U. S. delegation to the U.N.,
etc.
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Not ieaction and war, bwt Peace
and progress-this is what the Peo-
ple uant and exPect noru that the
clections ai'e oaer-

The post-election opportunities are

very great indeed. Their Promise
can be realized if the Progressive

Party and the Left trade union forces,

Communist and non-Communist,
stand boldly in the forefront of the
approaching mass struggles - espe-

cirily rro* with the opening o[ the

new Congress-and boldlY lead in
building a great united front move-
ment and people's mess allti-war,
anti-monopoly coalition that can in-
creasingly influence the course oI
events, including foreign policy.

These opportunities can be real-

ized rf theliade unions are strength-
ened on a militant basis, and if the
unity of action of Communists and
.ron-Co-*lrnists, Negro and white,
labor and non-labor, are reinforced
on every front and level.

As regards the future of the new
Progressive Party, it is no less bright
than was the future of Lincoln's new
party aker its first showing in
ia5O. uy 1858, the people had shed

many illusions, and by r86o, the Re-

publican Party of Abraham Lincoln

had become the party of government'
The Progressive
porters, looking
sbns, can say wi
mination: "What

To fulfill these oLrligations with hon-
or
ou
w
sci
inforce our struggle on the political-
ideological front, especially against
the reactionary theories and policies
of reformism and social-democratism.
We must rouse democratic America
to the crucial issues at stake in our

And everywhere we must Pursue a

correct united front policy of mass

struggle for the vital demands and
,.g.t t needs of the working PeoPle

-ior p.".", security, democracy and
social progress.

TtlT lu[t[/ llvAR

E$[}hI{}IvIY
By JAMES S. ALLEN

A Nrw phrase is becoming popular
iu Big Business circles to describe the
present state of af{airs in America.
It is the expression "garrison state."
These circles expect such a state to
be with us for some time. The Com-
mittee for Economic Development,
a leading business organization with
a flair for planning, recently an-
nounced an extensive research pro-
gram on the problems of "freedom
in a garrison state." C.E.D. research
is headed by Philip D. Reed, chair-
man of the board of the billion-dollar
General Electric Corporation. "Inter-
national developments," he says,

"promise to force us to live for some
years to come in a garrison state."
Explaining the meaning of this
phrase, he said it was similar to
"armed camp."rt

The "garrison state" or "armed
camp" now developing is directed to-
ward world domination by Ameri-
can imperialism. Its intended victims
are to be found not only abroad. The
warmongering crusade, the drive to
outlaw the Communist Party, and
the growth of repression in general
mark the beginnings of a fascist-type
development.

A garrison state means the growth
* Nea, York Timet, Atgtst 27, 7948.

of a new war economy; for the ob-
jective of an armed camp can be onlY
the eventual waging of war. A. siz'
able sector o[ the national economy
is already devoted to war prepara-
ti<.rns, alongside still booming peace-

time production. And the growing
war economy is hastening the con-
centration of monopoly power to-
ward a level that could be found
previously only in the total garrison
state of Hitler-Germany.

Big Business sdll has a good dis-
tance to go before it achieves its
ideal. It may never attain it, if the op-
posing forces are powerful enough. In
the meantime, it is making big steps

in that direction. The garrisor) state

is beginning to assume concrete form.
Even the C.E.D. research committee
will find few traces of freedom in
the emerging outlines.

EXTENT OF THE WAR
ECONOMY

In the last fiscal year-from fuly
r, 1947, to ]une 3o, r948-over $r4
billion, or 34 percent of the federal
budget, was allocated for military
spending, not counting veterans' ben-
efits and other obligations growing
out of World War II. Current bud-
get expenditures for military pur-
poses are running at about the same
annual rate. The $r4 billion now be-
ing spent annually for direct military
ends is equal to defense expenditures
in r94r, when we were supplying our
Allies and preparing to entei- the

ro55
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war. If we include the appropriations
lor Greece and Turkey, and Mar-
shall Plan funds used for war-such
as "aid" to China, assistance to the
Dutch in Indonesia and the French
in Indo-China given indirectly
through E.C.A. - military expendi-
tures are higher by perhaps two or
three billion dollars.

In the coming year, direct military
spending is expected to reach at least

$zo billion, perhaps as much as $25
billion, including arms "lendlease"
to Western Europe. This compares
with $32 billion spent for war in
1942, and with some $9o billion in
1944, when war expenditures were
at their height; these figures include
outlays for food and goods now pro-
vided by E.C.A.

To take into account dif{erences
in the level. of the economy, these
figures should be compared in terms
of national income. In r94o, when
less than $z billion was spent on war
preparations, the proportion repre-
sented 2.5 percent of the national
income. In r94r, rrrilitary spending
was 13 percent of the nationel in-
come; in rg42 about 23 Percent;
and in 1944 about 50 percent. Cur-
rently, over six percent of the na-
tional income is being spent for di-
rect military purposes. Next year,
assuming the national income does
not fall, the ratio may reach ten per-
cent; if the national income is lorver,
the armaments ratid will be corre-
spondingly higher. This means that
some ten cents out of every dollar

of national income will be sPent on
direct preparations for war, and Per-
haps another two or three cents on
the dollar for E.C.A. and similar
semi-military purposes.

Thus, even in relative terms, war
expenditures are far beyond the r94o
level, and are apprgaching the level
of ry4r.

From this one should not draw
the conclusion that war is practically
upon us) since powerful world factors
operate against the immediate out-
break of world war. Nor, on the
other hand, should the significance
of the very high level of war prepa-
rations be underestimated. Actually,
the figures given above understate
the present extent of the war econ-
omy, and do not take into account
the potential for very rapidly increas-
ing the tempo of war conversion.

War preparations proceed on a

level of production capacity in the
economy as a whole perhaps double
that of the prewar period. The mili-
tary forces are also mllch greater: the
standing army is three times larger
than before the war, and the draft
is going into operation; a virtually
new two-ocean navy is already in
existence; and a 7o-group air force
is being created that will be fully
equipped with new models in a few
years. Many of the wartime bases

abroad have been retained in active
condition, and new ones have been
and are being constructed. Although
re-equioment of the armed forces
r,vith newer weapons is always a

problem, large reserves of equipment
and materiel are on hand.

In other words, present war prep-
arations are proceeding on top of
an already high level of armament.
This means that we are becoming an
armed camp much more rapidly than
is indicated by the proporrion of the
national income devoted to military
purposes. It would take less time and
less capital expenditure than during
World War II to complete the turn
to an operating war economy. As we
shall see, this also raises serious prob-
lems with respect to rhe overall na-
tional economy that were not pres-
ent during the recent war.

INCREASING ROLE OF THE
MILITARY

With the growth of munitions

al changes in the
of the government
the war emphasize

These changes revolve around the
unification of the armed services en-
acted -under the National Security
Act'of rg47. As a result, one execu-
tive department now overshadows
all others-the National Military Es-
tablishment. The "Department of
Defense" holds more power in the
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government today than did the War
Department or all armed services col-
lectively, in wartime. Despite con-
tinuing difierences among the three
armed branches, arising to an ex-
tent from dependence upon difierent
sectors of the economy and also from
varying professional and strategic
concepts, the mere act of merger
within a single department gives the
military much greater weight in the
determination of overall national pol-
1C1eS.

Since its creation, the unified Na-
tional Military Establishment has
preempted many functions previously
within the civilian sphere. The Na-
tional Security Council, created by
the Act of. ry47 to advise on defense
policy under direction of the Presi-
dent, is supposed to be a civilian
agency standing above the military
establishment; but actually it has be-
come a creature of the Department
of Defense.

On the other hand, the Munitions
Board, which is part of the military
establishment, has become an ex-
tremely powerful agency, reaching
into many brancl-res of the govern-
ment and into the economy as a
whole. Even if it were to remain
within its proper field-the planning
and co-ordination of procurement for
the three armed services-the Muni-
tions Board would still have great
power as the central agency handling
gigantic military contracts. But its
activities extend beyond this into rhe
realm of industrial mobilization, tra-
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ditionally a civilian function even in
wartime. According to the National
Security Act the responsibility for
industrial mobilization was to belong
to the National Security Resources
Board, an agency outside the mili-
tary establishment. But until now
this body has served as an adjunct of
the Munitions Board, merely carrying
out the plans prepared by the latter.
This was readily admitted at hear-
ings in October, ry47,before the Spe-

cial Senate Committee Investigating
the National Defense Program. Ar-
thur W. Hill, chairman of the Re-
sources Board (on leave from his
post as president of the Greyhound
Corporation), was being questioned:

Q: Why could you not take it [in-
dustrial mobilization] overl As I un-
derstand it, it is a civilian function.

A: That is right.
Q: And this is not being done by

the civiliansl
A: That is right. They [the Muni-

tions Board] are doing certain aspects
of it, as I understand it. As I under-
stand further, they propose, when they
have completed those particular parts
that they are doing, that they will be
turned over to the Resources Board for
study and correction and change.

Q: Is not that entirely diflerent than
your Board actually performing the
functionsl To get a plan after it has
been set up appears to be quite different
from having it actually prepared by your
Board. . *

'lndatrial Mobilization lor lVar, Report No.
44O, Pt. 4, p. 24.
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Control of the armed forces, of
military policy, of the allocation of
munitions contracts, and of planning
for complete war mobilization is

now centered in a single military
center, the Department of Defense.
This in itself is a long step toward
a garrison state.

MERGING OF THE MILITARY
AND BIG BUSINESS

The military do not constitute a

separate group with a distinct so-

cial base, as was true to a certain
extent in Germany and Japan. Our
military forces have never been big
enough over a long period to create
a military caste wielding great po-
litical power. But especially since
the First World War, Big Business
and the military have had an in-
creasing af{inity for each other.
World War II has brought about
an even closer merging of the two,
to the point where the distinction
between military and civilian in the
upper reaches of government almost
loses validity.

Many top bankers and industrial-
ists became high military officers
engaged primarily in production,
fiscal, and other economic operations
of the armed forces, as well as in
departments of military governments
abroad. On the other hand, many
professional militarists Ieaving ac-

tive duty after the war assumed
leading posts in the corporations. A
merging of the personnel of Big Busi-

both military officers and bankers,
such as General William Draper,
IJnder-Secretary of War; General C.
Saltzman, Assistant Secretary of
Statel or Rear Admiral Sidney W.
Souers, a.big insurance official, who
rs executive secretary of the sup-
posedly- civilian Nalional Securiiy
Council.

Other corporation officials head
various military agencies without
benefit of military rank. D. F. Car-
penter, president of Remington Arms
Co. (an affiliate of the Du pont

Committee to the Atomic Energy
Commission. W. Stuart Symington,
Secretary of the Department of the
Air Force, was formerly with Emer-
son Electric and other business cor-
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porations. His lJnder-Secretary is
Arthur S. Barrows, president of
Sears, Roebuck & Co., who formerly
served in the American Military Gov-
ernment in Germany; and his As-
sistant Secretary is Cornelius Vander-
bilt Whitney, the race-horse million-
aire and president of one of Mor-
gan's copper companies (Hudson
Bay). Ferdinand Eberstadt, a former
Dillon partner and now head of an
important investment group in the
chemical industiy, has his finger in
every military pie as a personal ad-
viser to Forrestal. R. E. Gillmor,
vice-president of Sperry Corporation
and a director of Fairchild Engine
and Airplane, both of which have
large defense contracts, is Vice-
Chairman of the National Security
Resources Board. Many other cor-
poration officials are to be found in
the various military departments and
agencles.

If bankers and industrialists honey-
comb the military establishment, re-
tired generals and admirals are not
uncommon in the board rooms of
the corporations. General Leslie
Groves, who was in charge of the
wartime atomic project where the Du
Pont trust enjoyed supremacy, is now
a vice-president of the Remington
Arms Co. General Brehon Somervell
is now president of Koppers Co., a
Mellon subsidiary, while General
Hugh S. Minton is vice-president of
the same company. General James H.
Doolittle was awarded a vice-presi-
dency in the Shell Union Oil Cor-
poration, with which he was con-
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nected before the war, while Gen-
eral Thomas Bayne Wilson, late of
the Army Transport Corps, has re-
sumed his post as chairman of the
board of T.W.A.

Continuing the sampling, we find
the admirals also well placed. Ad-
miral Ben Moreel heads Jones &
Laughlin Steel. Rear Admiral Har-
old Blaine Miller is now director of
inforrnation for the American Petrol-
eum Institute, the agency of the oil
trusts. Rear Admiral Paul J. Hal-
loran serves as vice-president of
Foley Bros., Inc., which is building
a $6o-million smelter in Chile. Ad-
miral A. W. Fritch is with the Gen-
eral Tire & Rubber Co., which is

in the synthetics field, while Vice
Admiral William Alexander Glass-
ford has rhrown in his lot with
radio and television.

A compL e list would fill many
pages, but the examples given are

enough to indicate how the military
men are being merged with Big
Business. Undoubtedly shifts of per-
sonnel will occur in and out of gov-
ernment but the essential pattern
will remain. The increasing promi-
nence of the National Military Es-
tablishment within the government
thus indicates the new role, not of
the military alone, but of the mili-
tary in closest association with Big
Business. The military is being trusti-
fied, and trustified business is being
militarized.

TOWARD A CARTEL
ECONOMY

This significant identity of military
officials and corporation presidents
is part of a deeper process. War prep-
aritions serve to extend the control
of the monopolies over-the economy
even beyond the new high levels at-
tained during the recent war. The
military agencies, where the mo-
nopolists and the military leaders are

so closely integrated, have become
a central medium for cartelizing the
economy. The process is furthered by
the awarding of current contracts for
war goods and by preparations for
more complete industrial mobiliza-
tion. These functions are centered
largely in the Munitions Board and
the National Security Resources
Board.

Expenditures approaching $zo bil-
Iion annually are in themselves a

formidable weapon, especially when
they can be manipulated from a

single center. Everyone knows that
the biggest corporations received the
great bulk of war orders and of new,
government-financed plants during
World War II. A government agen-
cy hd-s shown, before such revelations
became suspect as seditious, that the
z5o largest corporations, which in
1939 owned 65 percent of the na-
tional productive facilities, received

78 percent of all pnme war con-
tracts and operated 79 percent of
the plants financed by the govern-
lrent during the war. Half of the

publicly-financed plants were oper-
ated by the top z5 corporations.*

Today, the awarding of military
contracts is even more centralized
than was the case during the war. It
can therefore be assumed that cur-
rent armaments contracts are at
least as highly concentrated among
the corporations as then. Despite the
secrecy that surrounds current war
preparations, some datd are available.
Thus, it is estimated that out of $3
billion in aircraft orders to be placed
by the end of the year, at least two-
thirds of this sum is scheduled for
six leading companies.** Labor Re-
search Association finds that three
giant worsted companies have re-
ceived more than 7o percent of an
Army order for five million yards
of wool cloth, the American Woolen
Co. alone being awarded 4o percent
of the total.***

In fact, the entire procurement
service is linked closely to Big Busi-
ness through the personnel of the
Munitions Board, the industry ad-
visory committees of the various de-
partments, the trade associations, and
the war mobilization commirtees of
industry. To work closely with the
big corporations is the accepted prin-
ciple of procurement. The operations
manual issued by the Munitions
Board in April, 1948, instructs the
procurement officers of the armed

Corporation, Economic
lYu II, Ytsbiogroa,

, 1948.
crober,194g.
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services to maintain liaison with ten
industrial associations as their main
source of information and contact.
These are the associations specializing
in military production, such as the
Air Force Association, Army Ord-
nance Association, Navy Industrial
Association, and the Quartermasters
Association.

These bodies are controlled by the
big companies. For example, at a
recent convention Herbert H. Rogge,
vice-president of Westinghouse, was
elected president of the board of the
Navy Industrial Association, and
Frank M. Folsom, executive vice-
president of R.C.A., chairman.
Others designated to leading posts
are Walter Geist, president of Allis-
Chalmers; J. R. MacDonald, first
vice-president of General Cable Cor-
poration, an affiliate of American Re-
fining & Smelting (copper); Admir-
al Ben Moreel of /ones and Laughlin
Steel; and George W. Codrington,
vice-president of General Motors.

Indicative of the functioning of
these associations are the numerous
working committees of the Navy In-
dustrial Association. This Associa-
tion has a series of "standing bureau
contact committees" that work close-
Iy with specified military agencies
on such problems as new ordnance,
technical standards, procurement
regulations, and technical problems
of various kinds. These committees
often determine how the contracts
are to be allocated. There are also
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special "task committees" assigned to
work out cost, profit and other regu-
lations afiecting the rate of profit, in
whose interests can easily be guessed.

/oint planning by Big Business
and the military is often carried on
through the medium of the associa-
tions. A closed meeting was recently
held at West Point of more than 4o
top industrial executives under the
auspices of the American Ordnance
Association. After the meeting, J. L.
Walsh, president of the Association,
revealed that a five-point program
had been discussed to speed up the
production of new equipment for
the armed forces based on the latest
technique. For this purpose technical
committees were being set up by in-
dustry to maintain liaison with the
armed services. In the spirit of the
entire undertaking, K. T. Keller,
president of Chrysler Corporation,
defined the central assignment be-
fore business as being "to keep alive
an intimate acquaintance between the
personnel of industry and the per-
sonnel of those segments of the
military forces that are directly con-
cerned with industrial production."*

INDUSTRIAL WAR
MOBILIZATION

Current procurement is accompan-
ied by preparations for complete in-
dustrial mobilization for war. In
public it is said that the mobilization
plan is necessary to ready the nation

* Nep Yorh T'imes, October 16, 7948.

for the "emergency" when it comes.

It is pointed out that similar plan-
ning took place between the two
world wars and that this is a "nor-
mal" function of "defenser" all the
more necessary today because of the
tense world situation. But never be-

fore in our peacetime history, in-
cluding the eve of our entry into
World War II, was industrial mobili-
zation undertaken with such vigor,
nor was it spurred with the kind of
warmongering as we witness today.
The Big Business-military combin-
ation is itself creating the emer-
gency.

An "Emergency War Powers Act,"
drawn up by business and military
leaders, is reported ready for intro-
duction in Congress. It is said to pro-
vide in a single act all powers neces-

sary to establish war controls of
production, transport, manpower,
wages, prices, and profits. The ob-
jective, it seems, is to have Congress
pass the bill immediately, with the
provision that it can be placed into
efiect by a resolution of Congress
and an order of the President "when
the time comes." It remains to be seen

whether such a catch-all bill, which
necessarily includes many deeply
controversial questions, can be passed

at a time when the country is not
at war.

In any case, whether such a bill
is passed or not, working plans for
industrial mobilization are being
pushed energetically (and not only
on paper); for they are being erected

upon the concrete foundation of a

growing military economy. More-
over, this industrial mobilization
planning has become part of the pro-
gram of the top monopoly groups to
extend their domain within the coun-
try.

From the start it has been a strictly
Big Business and military affair. The
heads of only the giant corporations
were invited by the National Secur-
ity Resources Board to the flrst ma-
jor mobilization conference, held last

]anuary-General Motors, Standard
Oil of New Jersey, General Electric,
American Telephone & Telegraph,
Koppers Co., Owens-Illinois Glass
and others. In every subsequent step
industrial mobilization has remained
firmly in the grip of the monopoly-
military combination, although, as

will be indicated later, top labor
leaders will be increasingly used to
impose the program on the workers,
just as they are now employed to
sell the Marshall Plan at home and
abroad.

The real work has been carried
on rather unobtrusively during the
past year by the military agencies
and special task committees desig-
nated by Big Business. The Muni-
tions Board has already prepared a

table of material requirements for
munitions requisite for a full-scale
war, something that was not ready
for the recent war until we were
well in it. This table of require-
ments serves as the basis for prepar-
ing-the war conversion of indusuy.
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One aspect of this program is en-
titled "Allocation of Private Indus-
trial Capacity for Procurement Plan-
ning of the Armed Services." Out of
the reportedly surveyed 86,ooo enter-
prises engaging in non-agricultural
production, the Munitions Board has
chosen rr,ooo plants that it considers
eligible for war production. These
factories have been "alerted" to be-
gin their planning for war conversion
in co-operation with the armed ser-
vices. Current plans thus indicate
that almost seven out of every eight
industrial plants in the country, in-
cluding practically all small and me-
dium enterprises, are to be banned
from the war economy, and therefore
from access to scarce raw materials,
manpower, transport and equipment.

Enterprises in the upper eighth
category, after some weeding out, are
to be favored by co-ordination into
the mobilization program. "Phan-
tom" orders for war goods are in
preparation, indicating to what ex-
tent these plants will be required to
produce for war, and under what
conditions. In October, such stand-
by orders were sent to the machine-
tool industry for roo,ooo tools, valued
at between $75o million and $r bil-
lion-three times the present annual
production of the entire industry.
The industry is to plan its mobiliza-
tion on the basis of these orders and
be ready to proceed as soon as the
word is given.

Planning down to such details
would presuppose that the military
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know exactly how, when and where
the next war is to be fought. This
would seem to be a partially tenable
assumption only when the planners
are preparing aggressive action, in
war theaters of their own choice and
with a supposed superiority of weap-
ons. This underlying assumption of
industrial mobilization, therefore, is
a striking revelation of the aggres-
sive character of the so-called defense
econoiny, and the role played in top
military circles of the theory of a
"preventative war" to be launched
with elements of surprise and over-
whelming force. This is not the place
for a detailed examination of ihese
premises, which difler little from the
concept of the Nazi high command
in World War II, and which led to
disaster for Germany. It must suffice
to point out this central aspect of
present planning for industrial mo-
bilization only in passing.

A special effort is being made to
inaugurate industrial mobilizarion on
an "industry-wide" scale, in true car-
tel fashion, with the trade associa-
tions doing the planning. The first
to draw up such a plan for its indus-
try was the Radio Manufacturers'
Association. The scheme was de-
scribed as "the first industry-wide
program for co-ordinating the pro-
duction of a whole industry with the
current procurement and mobiliza-
tion plans of the defense agencies
for an emergency."* Other 

-indus-

tries are working on similar plans.
r Nru Yotk Tinet, Septeabcr )O, 1949.

So clearly do these plans involve
the cartelization of industry and the
combination of enterprises at a rate
even higher than the present record
wave of mergers, that the Depart-
ment of Justice is requested by the
war planners to exempt the partici-
pants from the provisionr of the
anti-trust laws. According to one
account, the mobilization program
as it is now being worked our is
based on the following principles:

(r) Planning industrial mobilizarion

out," effortl (3) participation by each
plant in a ratio to its ability to pioduce
under a "leader company" scheme, and
(4) organization of a uniform flow of
work to each plant to justify the estab-
lishment of departments suitably stafied
and equipped.*

The "leader company" scheme is
the same principle used in the organ-
ization of the trade associations,
where the smaller companies must
recognize the leadership of the big-
ger corporations within the industry
on questions of price, production, la-
bor, etc. In the preparation of a war
economy, even more potent means
are available for dominating and
coercing the smaller firms. This fact
is put blundy by the Munitions
Board in a booklet issued to guide

* Nw Yqk Timet, October 1, 1948.

industry in war conversion. The les-
ser interests among the owners of
the upper rr,ooo enterprises are told:

Should you be unprepared in time
of emergency and unable to participate
in production of essential goods, there
would be no way in which you could
be protected. Unless you can shift to
essential production, your supplies of
raw materials might be cut ofi and your
labor forces drained away. Tl're very ex-
istence of your company might hang on
your preparedness for the emergency.*

In the early part of ry48, the In-
dustrial College of the Armed Forces
organized two-week Economic Mo-
bilization Courses Ior corporction
executives in various regions of the
country. When the New York schooi
was cornpleted in May, the "students"
organized a permanent Economic
Mobilization Council for the easrern
district, with the further ob,jective
of setting up similar bodies in other
regions. Robert E. Condon, presi-
dent of the new war mobilization
outfit, boasted that this was the first
time in the history of the United
States that the armed forces and in-
dustry started to co-operate in mo-
bilizing the economy for war be-
fore the actual outbreak of war. The
executive board of the Council in-
cludes officials of the Metropoiitan
Life Insurance Co. ($B billion of as-
sets!), General Electric, American
Telephone & Telegraph, Standard
Oil of New Jersey-all in the billion-

* Neu York Times, June 1, 1948.
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dollar class as well as International
Business Machines, Texas Co., and
other multi-million-dollar corpora-
tions. Among the board members
is Laurence S. Rockefeller, son of
John D., Jr. and a director of Chase
National Bank, International Nickel,
and other companies.

Evidently, the atom bomb is not
the only weapon of the war bully.
The mobilizati.ot program is also
used to force the smaller fellows into
line, and to co-ordinate the economy
under the dominant monopoly
groups in the true fashion of the
garrison state. This is good, corpor-
ate business practice. Small wonder
that the monopoly giants are opposed
both to a peace settlement and to dis-
armament.

CONTROLS AND ALLOCATIONS

One of the great obstacles facing
the war planners is the difficulty of
putting their plans into effect, be-
cause of the essentially chaotic char-
acter of capitalist production and
the conficting interests among rival
monopoly groups and between in-
dustries. This is reflected, for ex-
ample, in the struggle over govern-
ment economic controls. However,
no matter how their position may
difier with respect to such controls,
Big Business is unanimous in this:
as government controls become
necessary they must be devoted to
strengthening the position of the
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monopolies as a whole. During
World War II, the system of allo-
cations and controls operated to-
ward that end under the constant
supervision of the monopolies, al-
though the tr.ade unions were able
to wrest important concessions. In

nitions enterprises under some form
of -mijitary conrrol. By mid-r948,
aside from government arsenals,'tLe
Munitions Board had gathered a war
pool of 423 plants that were built
during World War II at a cost to the
government of $7 billion. This pool
contains about half the federilly-
financed war plants. Included aie
aircraft factories, shipyards, and
plants for making ordnance, combat
vehicles, ammunition, chemicals, syn-
thetics, specialized steel products, and
other war goods. Some of these war
enterprises are in stand,by condition,
others are leased out to private con-

are designated for sale from the war
pool are to operate under the na-
tional security clause, which obligates
the purchaser to keep them in rEadi-
ness for immediate war conversion.

In addition ro the munitions
plants in the war pool, the military

establishment has already placed in
reserve 2oo,ooo machine tools built
during the war at a cost of nearly
$r billion, and expecrs to set aside
another roo,ooo tools.

One of the eflects of maintaining
this huge central pool of war plants
and equipment is to maintain the
high concentration established in the
munitions industries during the re-
cent war, and to use this level as a
floor for still higher concentrarion
in the new war economy. The big-
gest corporations are in firm control
of most of the plants in the war pool,
either as prime contractors and rnana-
gers, or as owners. For example,
a few top companies control the vast
new aircraft and airplane-engine ca-
pacity which is now again being ac-
tivated. The new synrhetic rubber
industry built with government funds
during the war is controlled by the
oil, chemical, and rubber-tire trusts.
In the Munitions Board, which su-
pervises the war pool, Big Business
has a powerful instrument for forc-
ing the pace of militarization of-the
economy, which, as we have seen,
also means further concentration and
cartelization.

The atomic energy industry should
be considered part of the war pool,
although it is not under the direct
supervision of the Munitions Board.
In a recent reorganization the mili-
tary achieved even greater control
of atomic weapons production;
which remains the central base of
the new atomic energy industry.
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Government ownership of this in-
dustry serves as a fagade behind
which the electric equipment, utility,
oil, chemical, and copper interesis
are struggling with each other for

the first annual report (February,
1948) of the Atomic Energy Com-
rnission.

Amgng other assers of the war pool
should be mentioned the militaiiza-
tion of research, which is highly
concentrated in the giant corpora-
tions. The Research and Devilop-
ment Board of the National Mili-
tary Estab.lishment now spends $572
million annually, mainly in the folm
of contracts to corporations and uni-
versities closely associared with the
corporations. If to this sum is added

funds went directly to the corpora-
tions. These huge sums direcrei to-
ward military research constitute a
powerful means for militarizing the
entire 6eld of scientific and iidus-
trial research. Since the corporations
retain control of most paients de-

veloped in the course of this work,
the war research program increases
the concentration of economic power.

Stockpiling of strategic raw- mare-
rials is anorher important activity of
the military carrelisrs. The Muni-
tions Board supervises the five-year
program for the acquisition of such
materials by the government, with

rials needed for war production. This
amounts to one-fifth of the nation's
annual consumption of these mate-
rials. Due to sharp competition at
home and abroad only zo percent of
the scheduled stockpiie was accumu-
lated during the first two years of
the five-year program. At the end of
August, 1948, the Munitions Board
announced a new policy of "acceler-
ated accumulation,'
dustry to make vol
from their private
tober, the copper
interests rejected the proposal to set
aside stocks voluntarily, and the Mu-
nitions Bo
agreed instea
wigh each co
of stocks-at
and perhaps also with government
financing of new mining and smelt-
ing capacities, as well as subsidy pay-
ments for so-called marginal produc-
tron.

Government stockpiling of essen-
tial industrial materials for which
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supply sources. Under the E.C.A.
law, five percent of the local cur-
rency funds which are set aside by
each country in the amount of the
grants received under the Marshall
Plan, is to be made available for pur-
chase of raw materials by the United
States, or for the development of
sources of supply. These funds are
now mounting, and the Strategic
Materials Division of E.C.A. is get-
ting to work in earnest. Britain has
been forced to allocate to the U.S.
25,ooo tons of rai,v rubber, and to
pledge a given portion of colonial
producdon. Similar schemes are be-
ing worked out for the French,
Dutch, and tselgian empires, and
will no doubt also be tied in with
arms "lend-lease."

Among other elements of the war
controls program already in opera-
tion is the control of exports, which
is closely tied in with the operarion
of the Marshall Plan. By luly, ry48,
according to the Office of Inrerna-
tional Trade of the Department of
Commerce, more than half of all ex-
port shipments (excluding those to
Canada) were subject to government
license control. AII exports to Eur-
ope are now under strict control, in-
cluding a virtual American embargo
on the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe. Through their control of
E.C.A. and the industrial advisory
panels of the export control agency
(O.LT.), the great export interests
manage the allocation of shipments.
At the same time, the export agency

there is great demand, coming as it
does on top of highly monopolized
control of these products, has con-
tributed to raising prices. This is to
the advantage of the integrated corn-
panies that control the raw materials,
and also process the ores and manu-
facture semi-finished and end prod-
ucts. More profits are to be made in
this way than by the sales of the raw
materials to the government stock-
piles; these companies therefore re-
sist plans for setting aside stocks for
the government from their own ac-
curnulations. Furthermore, inasmuch
as the cornering of raw material
sources becomes indispensable for ob-
taining fat war contracts even at pres-
ent, the corporations are building up
their own stocks. Government stocli-
piling is thus a useful means of rais-
ing prices, crowding out small pro-
ducers, and gaining control of raw
material sources abroad. Even now,
by cutting into the scant supplies
available to the smaller comp"nies,
government stockpiling is forcing
nnany small and medium firms out of
production. This provides a foretaste
of what will occur increasingly as
the war sector of the economy con-
tinues to grow.

With of
supply, es-
sure is b a[
Plan countries by the European Co-
operation Administration to turn
over a portion of their strategic ma-
terials to the United Stares, and to
grant "free accesd" to their colonial

is being fooded with complaints from
the smaller firms which find it rnore
and more difficult to enter foreign
trade. The license controls thus op-
erate alongside the military program
to increase the cartel aspects of the
new war economy.

A so-called voluntary allocation
prograln is also attempted for steel
and a few other products. This ap-
plies largely to the use of these prod-
ucts in military production. Here we
find that the steel trust, too, resists
all pressure to broaden the alloca-
tion program at the present stage, in
order to obtain the maximum profit
from unhampered control of the
steel supply. No more than ten per-
cent of finished steel production is
af{ected by the control program, but
even this limited operarion has
choked ofi the steel supply to the
smaller companies. If full-scale allo-
cation were to be irnposed, many
firms would find themselves out of
business overnight.

WAR ECONOMY AND CRISIS

What is the relation between the
growing war preparations and the
threatening economic crisis ? No
doubt military spending and exports
nourished by governrnent grants,
which together now stand at more
than r5 percent of the national in-
come, have served to sustain tempo-
rarily the postwar boom. But this is
insufficient to prevent the accumula-
tion of the elements of crisis. If a
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crisis is to be averted for the time
being by expanding the war econ-
omy, the military cartelists must at-
tempt to increase war expenditures
in proportion as the peacetime mar-
ket contracts, else they rvill be caught
by a severe crisis before the turn to-
ward total industrial mobilization has
been made. It is the hope of the cor-
porate planners of the "garrison
state" to make the transition in time

-and also while maintaining with-
out let-up the current spectacular rate
of profit.

That this is their hope is shorvn,
not only by the rising scale of war
expenditures, but also by the scope
of the total mobilization plans. In
addition to their previously-described
aspects) these plans include such
working details as the designation
of personnel to be in charge of the
war control agencies, the printing in
advance of various forms and regula-
tions, preparation of a system of costs
and accounting, etc. Everything is
to be ready on the supposition, not
that we shall be "attacked," as is
stated in justification of the war
plans. The underlying consideration
is to prepare for aggressive war.
These preparations, motivated by the
drive to eliminate all obstacles to
U. S. world supremacy, are proceed-
ing on the supposition that the tran-
sirion to war conversion on a big
scale can be made quickly and effec-
tively, in time to avert a crisis or halt
a crisis once it begins.

This underlies Big Business think-
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ing on the problem of industrial mo-
bilization. The fear of a crisis,
coupled with the constant pressure
of the warmongers, sometimes leads
to near panic. In September, for ex-
ample, large equipment manufactur-
ers met behind closed doors in New
York to consider a plan to meet any
of three emergencies that "may oc-
cur within the next sixty days." These
were defined as (r) a system of com-
pulsory allocation of steel and other
metals, in itself a serious war move;
(z) a sudden turn to war production;
and (3) the beginnin g oI a crisis.*

For many manufacturers either a
sudden turn to total war production
or the development of a crisis would
be a great calamity. But for the big
fellows the question is quite dif-
ferent. It was put rather neatly by a

financial writer, who said that in
current discussion of industrial mo-
bilization, business leaders were wor-
ried chiefly about two questions. One
is that there should be no undue
interference with civilian production
in the initial phases of the war econ-
omy. The other is that conversion
to war production should take place
at a fast enough tempo.*x These
propositions would seem mutually
contradictory. But logic is no barrier
to men who want to hang on to
every shred of peace-economy profits
and then step directly into the bon-
anza of war profits.

* Neu Yorh Timer, SeptembeE 79, l94B-*r Neu York Timet, October ), 1948,
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In fact, the contradiction just
noted is one of the main obstructions
to a planned transition into a war
economy. With peacetime markets
still running high, and profits at un-
precedented levels, Big Business will
not give up a single present advan-
tage for the sake of gains to be made
in the future from a total war econ-
omy. They want both. And since
no one threatens to attack the United
States, the decision for making the
turn to total industrial mobilization
is entirely at the whim of the lords
of Big Business. These men will at-
tempt to maintain the present high
level of profits at all stages of the
transition to a total war mobiliza-
tion, but they will also tend to de-
lay the turn to total mobilization
iust as long as the boom continues.
The beginning of a crisis will lead
them to place fully into efiect their
present total mobilization plans. It is
for such contingencies that they are
preparing. Fear that the economic
crisis may be imminent leads the war
planners to push their schemes with
great haste and make everything
ready.

This focuses the spotlight on one
of the major weaknesses of the en-
tire war program. The bestJaid plans
cannot determine the timing of a
crisis, the force of its initial impact, or
the rate at which it will develop.
Once it begins, a crisis will no doubt
hasten conversion to a full war econ-
omy and hurry the fashioning of the
garrison state. But it will also have

other at-present unpredictable politi-
cal consequences arising from the
sudden subjection of large sectors of
the American people to unemploy-
ment and drastic reduction of liv-
ing standards after a decade of rela-
tive prosperity.

It may be that for a time consider-
able sections of the people will . be
deceived into thinking that the new
war economy will assure them rela-
tive well-being. But this deception
cannot last long. Neither the eco-
nomic nor political conditions exist
for a war economy of prosperity, ex-
ceot for Big Business. And this it not
to speak of the vast destruction that
a future war would bring to this
country, nor of the untold hardships
and privations it would cause.

One of the main factors negating
the illusion of a war economy "pros-
'perity" is the extremely high produc-
tive capacity already in existence, as

well as the huge mass of armament
on hand or being produced in the
midst of the postwar boom. Pooling
of munitions plants, and stockpiling
of equipment, raw materials, and
armament discount in advance a
goodly portion of necessary muni-
tions production in a wartime econ-
omy. Figures have already been cited
to show that half the government-
financed war plants used in World
War II are still on hand and part
of a pool for war mobilization. Every
expansion of armament production
in the midst of the present still high
level of the economy cuts down
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by so much the stepped-up war pro-
duction that may be expected tem-
porarily to lift the country out of the
threatening crisis.

Of course, retooling, new equip-
ment, and the expansion of certain
branches of industry would be re-
quired. But the new war economy
does not start at the same level as

in r94o-4r, when productive capacity
was half of what it is now and en-
tire industries had to be re-equipped
or new ones started. During the
three years of the postwar boom, in-
dustry has been replacing obsolete
machines, adopting new processes
and materials, and expanding ca-
pacity at a rate far exceeding the
wartime record. From 1946 to 1948

inclusive, $46,85o,ooo,ooo was invested
by private business for new plants
and equipment. This is almost
double the $25 billion spent by the
government and private industry
during the five war years for new
plant and equipment, although part
of the increase is due to inflation
and large inventories. Under these
circumstances a war boom on the
same proportions as occurred during
World War II is unlikely.

What can be expected is that war
production and profits will be cen-
tralized to an extent never before
reached in this country, while the
people's living standards will be
drastically reduced from the present
level by continuing in{lation and
other measures reducing real wafJes.

Current planning for war controls is
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aimed. at establishing the present
rate of profit as a floor undEr war
profits
wages

The
banker'
ing to the National City Bank of
New York (one of the very big five),
tlre annual rate of profit* of 5r5
leading corporarions for the first 1ix
months of ry48 stood at rB.B per cent.
In some industries it was even high-
er, among them, autos and trucks at
25.r per cent, and petroleum prod-
ucts at 23.r per cent.i*rt At this rate,
profits in the auto and oil industries
during four years would almost equal
the entire capital investment of these
industries. Such is the goal set by
Big 

_ 
Business in the war economy.

This program can be assured, as
some of the war planners admit, only
by setting the standard of living at
crisis levels. Discussing converiion
to a war economy under present con-
ditions, R. E. Gillmor, vice chairman
of the Narional Security Resources
Board, told a businessmen's conven-
tion:

. At 
_ 
present the economy is fully

loaded and therefore the diversion of
agricultural and industrial capacity to
war purposes would require a drastic
decrease in the level oI consumption for
all. This cannor be accomplishid with-
out more extensive and more rigid eco-

ratio of net income (after
all charges except divideods)

is the ourstandiog capital

ank of New yotk, Montbly

nomic controls of every kind than we
had in World War II.*

What the level of consumption
is likely to be is indicated by a lead-
ing financial journal in a report from
Washington of the new war powers
bill:

"Among some government advisers,
the idea prevails for making the year
1932 a, minimum base for the deter-
mination of civilian nceds, That year
wes suggested because it refects a iow
point in the depression-a period in
which iiving standards rvere riecessarily
low, but one in which the nation was a
safe margin from starvation.**

If profits are to be kept at 20 to
25 cents on a dollar of investment
and the people at near-starvation
levels, no wonder the planners are
speaking of the need for "more ex-
tensive and more rigid economic
controls of every kind."

And not only economic. This
idyllic situation cannor be approached
unless labor is thoroughly ham-
strung by Taft-Hartley, or some
modified version that will freeze
wages, allocate and control man-
power, illegalize strikes, and squeeze
out of the trade union leadirship
men w,ho refuse to accept the fai-
cist-type co-ordination of labor now
being planned.

However, this program cannot be
imposed easily upon labor, especially
since the workers are called upon to

+ Neu Yorh Tinet, Oaober 13, 1948.** Barron's, October 11. 1948.

bear the main burden of war prepa-
rations. The task is further compli-
cated for Big Business at the present
stage by the election of Truman, who
was forced by the Wallace movement
to make certain commitments for
various social programs, the imple-
mentation of which would be in
contradiction to the bipartisan war
policies. On the side of the progres-
sive and peace forces, this situation
presents certain opportunities for
building up popular pressure for ful-
fillment of the election pledges made
by Truman in the economic and so-
cial sphere, but at the erpcnse ol
l,udr aPProPriations, and for taking
steps toward a peace settlement,

On the other hand, as a result of
the elections, the war planners are
confronted with the necessity of
granting a bigger role to top labor
leaders in the entire war mobiliza-
tion program, in order to appease
and mislead the workers into com-
pliance with total war mobilization.

Already in October, when a Dewey
victory was expected, Forrestal called
a ten-day secret conference on "na-
tional defense" to meet soon after the
elections. The participants included
selected labor and professional lead-
ers as well as'industrialists and bank-
ers, but the conference turned out
to be more of a briefing and survey
gathering than a working body.
Some trade union leaders have al-.
ready taken part in consultations
with the war planners on the pro-
posed emergency war act. Soon after
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the elections, steps were hastened to
involve the trade unions leaders.
Thus, the National Security Re-
sources Board invited top labor lead-
ers to a full-scale conference to be
held sometime in December to dis-
cuss the wage, manpower, and other
provisions of the war emergency act.
The shameful Red-baiting and split-
ting actions of the top leadership at
the national conventions of the two
labor centers in November, at the
expense of the demands of the mem-
bership for defense of their declining
living standards, were preparations
for fuller participation in the cartel-
like, co-ordinated mobilization pro-
gram.

Total mobilization cannot be ap-
proached without increasing war-
incitement; much less can it be main-
tained for long without waging war.
As the war economy grows, the mo-
nopolists become bound more and
more by the inner necessity and the
logic of the garrison state-the nec-
essity of making war and the logic
of adventurism.

The war planners may hope to
calculate the precise point in world
afiairs when war will become a risk
worth taking, jusr as they may hope
to evade a crisis; but not everything
depends on them. On a world scale
the forces arrayed against the war-
makers are formidable, and are grow-
ing in strength. In the colonial sec-
tor, the great victories of the People's
Army in China are changing the re-
Iations rapidly in favor of the libera-
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tion forces in Asia and the world.
At home, the immediate perspective
is growing resistance to mass impov-
erishment, and sharpening class bat-
tles as the signs of a crisis are increas-
ing, while the race to offset the crisis
by expanding the war economy cre-
ates new conflicts and contradictions.

POLITICAL AFFAIRS

The war planners can be blocked
before they make war inevitable, pro-
viding the forces opposed to war and
fascism work untiringly to build and
lead the popular resistance to every
attack upon the living conditions,
democratic rights, and the peace of
the American people.

"These gentlemen [the bourgeois economists] forget that crisis
cannot be considered an accidental event in the system of capitalist
economy. They forget that economic crises are the inevitable result
of capitalism. They forget that crises were born with the birth of
capitalist supremacy. For over roo years periodic economic crises have
been taking place, repeated at intervals of twelve, ten and eight years
or less. During this whole period bourgeois governments of all ranks
and colors, bourgcois politicians of all degrees and capacities, have all,
without exception, tried their hand at 'preventing' and 'abolishing'
crises. But they all suffered defeat. They suffered defeat because you
cannot prevent or abolish economic crises while remaining within the
framework of capitalism."

|oseph Stalin,I-eninism: Selccted Writings, Vol. II, p.252.

IREI!

Trrt twalvr LEADERS of the Commu-
nist Party, U.S.A., who will soon be
on trial are well known to the read-
ers of Political Affairs. They are also
well known to many American
workers. Their names must become
known and loved in every worker's
home. The indictments against them
constitute a carefully-prepared plan
to send these outstanding American
Communist leaders to prison for long
terms, and, by the rr^L blo*, to ori-
law the Communist Party.

There are thirteen indictments.
One for "conspiracy" is against all
twelve defendants together, and
there are twelve individual indict-
ments charging "memb.ership" as a
crirrte. The time schedule calls for
all to be tried together on the con-
spiracy charge, and then each to be
tried individually on the membership
cfarge. The latter trial could take
place even if the joint trial ended in
acquittal. The law under which these
indictments are brought is the Smith
Act of r94o, a modern version of the
Alien and Sedition Acrs. The penalty
is to years in prison and $ro,ooo
fine on each conuiction.

THE ADVOCACY OF IDEAS
IS ON TRIAL

The only activities the defendants
are charged to have engaged in are

TTIEY MU$T G(l
By ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

of an ordinary character, those com-
mon to all political parties, educa-
tional organizations, trade unions,
and so on. A convenrion; a draft
resolution to be discussed there; the
setting up of a party; appeals for
membership; publication of books,
magazines, pamphlets, and newspa-
persl conducting schools and classes

-thesb are set forth as aspects of the
"conspiracy." Normal, routine, Iegal
activities are construed to be criminal
because of their theoretical founda-

' tion-Marxism-Leninism. A defini-
tion of fifteen words in this indict-
ment declares the objective of this
theory to be "rhe ouerthrou and de-
struction of the Gouernment of the
United States by force and aiolence."
Thousands of books, pamphlets and
articles have appeared in every lan-
guage and in every country, in the
world during the course of more than
a century on the social philosophy
and economic theories of Marxism,
which are thus arrogantly capsuled
into a single curt and lying phrase
by the so-called Department of ]us-
tice. Advocacy of Marxism-Leninism
is the pivot of this case. ft will be a
trial for the advocacy of ideas.

There is no charge of commission
of overt acts. There are no charges
of use of force or violence. There are
no charges that the defendants are
"foreign agents" and "spies."

to75
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This is not, as Judge Medina claims,
"just an ordinary criminal case."
This is thought control! This trial is
the Truman version of the Mundt
Bill. This is no theoretical discussion
to settle the correctness of Commu-
nist theories-as some complacent
liberals argue, but an attempt to
"frame," to outlaw a working-class
political party by railroading its lead-
ers off to prison.

The unseemly haste of United
States Attorney John F. X. McGohey
to rush the trial before the elections,
regardless of the serious illness of the
Chairman of the Party, William Z.
Foster; the prosecution's refusal to
furnish a "bill of particulars" which
could have immeasurably expeditcd
the work of the defense attorneys;
the evident prejudice of Judge Me-
dina, who insisted on trying the c:,rse

himself after indicating that he hacl
prejudged it; the blue-ribbon, ruling-
class character and publicity antics
of the Grand Jury-all these should
convrnce even a novlce that this is a

political case of far-reaching conse-
quences.

The case undoubtedly would have
been pressed regardless of which of
the two Wall Street candidates be-
came elected on November z. For this
is the U. S. Big-Business version
of the Reichstag Fire frame-up.
This is an integral part of the war
drive, of the desperate effort of U.S.
imperialism to dominate the world,
which is accompanied by the drive
to fascism at home. And true to
pattern, the attack upon the Commu-

nists initiates the reactionary assault
on the entire labor movement, on
the people as a whole. Just as the
Reichstag frame-up trial in Berlin
in ry33 foreshadowed the war-in-
cendiarism of Hitler Germany, so
too the present trial plainly signal-
izes the war-provoking aims of fas-
cism-bent monopoly capital.

The European workers see this
clearly. They remember Germany.

What is at stake here is not alone
the freedom of twelve men or even of
the political party they head. Also
hanging in the balance are the demo-
cratic rights and liberties which the
American people have won over the
generations through continued and
difficult struggles.

THE TRUMAN
ADMINISTRATION IS
RESPONSIBLE

Any notion that there is a possi-
bility of a dismissal now "because the
Democrats won and they don't need
the trial any more," is a dangerous
delusion, downright self-deception.
The Trr.tman administration is re-
sponsible for this prosecution.

Attorney-General Tom Clark com-
plained during the recent election
campaign that the Soth Congress
had refused him legislation to set up
concentration camps for 3,ooo foreign-
born "subversives" if he could not
deport them. And President Tru-
man said at Oklahoma City on Sep-
tember z8: "My administration

has been steadily and successfully
fighting Communism. We haue
acted instead ol just talfting. . . . On
the basis of euidence collected by the
F.B.I. and submitted to the Grand
lury, twelue top Communist leaders
will go to trial in Nea Yorft on Octo-
ber r5th." During the campaign each
of the two old parties tried to outdo
the other in vilifying the Communist
Party. The fact that Truman was
obliged to label the "spy" scares of
the G.O.P.-controlled lJn-American
Committee "a red herring" does not
in any way absolve Truman's own
Red-baiting or the repressive acts of
his administration.

Let us have no illusions on this
score, In relation to these cases,
Truman did not even make any
"promises."

Mr. Truman said the day after
election: "I'm through giving them
hell. Now we'll work togerher." IJn-
doubtedly he meant the Dixiecrats,
the tory Republicans, the "slackers"
within his own party-but unless he
hears more clearly and decisively
about it from the American people,
he will not dismiss this case against
the Communist leaders and the Com-
munist Party. He made many glit-
tering promises on price control, the
Taft-Hartley law, and the civil rights
of the Negro people. He condemned
the Un-American Committee. In the
last period of the campaign, he stole
whole chunks from the program of
Henry Wallace in order to catch
votes.

Many Americans are sick and tired
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of Red-baiting and labor-baiting.
The recent defeat of Congressmen
Vail and McDowell of the Un-
American Committee and the dump-
ing of Kersten, Schwabe, Lewis and
Mitchell of the notorious Red-b,aiting
Hartley House Labor Committee
shows that their extensive Red-bait-
ing did not help them, but served
rather to expose their reactionary
policies all the more. It would be
well for Mr. Truman to reflect on
the fact that these gentlemen were
all defeated by larger votes than he
himself received in their disrricts.
Eighty-three antilabor Red-baiters
will be among the unlamented miss-
ing in the Brst Congress.

The present danger, of course, is
that Presidenr Truman will back-
track or compromise on many of his,
fine pre-election promises, and that
Attorney-General Clark will pro-
ceed full steam ahead against the
Communist leaders via deportation
and contempt cases, and Grand /ury
witch-hunts (as in Denver and Los
Angeles)-all with the full knowl-
edge and consent of Truman. A
further danger consists in the fact
that, although the Taft-Hartley Law
may be modified, a new anti-labor
technique has been introduced by the
Atomic Energy Commission, which
also uses "anti-Communism" as its
fulcrum.

THE TRIAL IS A DAGGE,R AT
THE HEART OF THE LABOR
MOVEMENT

I heard a prominent labor lawyer,
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who represents a large C.I.O. union,
make a few extremely significant re-
marks at a rccent Civil Rights Con-
gress meeting. "This attemPt to out-
laou the Communist Party is the most
important single thing on the labor
horizon today," he said. "It is con-
nected with the aery existence ol the
labor mouetnent."

Of course, we all say this in one
way or another. But do we all really
believe'it or merely pay it lip service I
I am profoundly convinced, after
more than forty years' experience in
labor-defense struggles, that the out-
come of this trial and the survival
of the labor movement are indivisible

-far more so than was the situation
in the Mooney case, the Sacco-Van-
zetti case, or any of the other famous
frame-ups which shook labor to the
very fiber of its being. This is not
oratorical speech-but a hard, cold
fact which we must bring to every
labor convention, every top commit-
tee, every local union, every union
member.

This trial follows the pattern
which introduced fascism in other
lands. Can it be brushed aside on the
grounds of difierences of political
opinionsl That's what was done in
Germany.

This labor attorney placed the mat-
ter so sharply that it gripped the at-
tention of all present. He argued
that primacy must be given to the
case of the twelve Communist lead-
ers. He said:

Recent events in the labor movement

should shock every trade unionist into
realizing that defending the legal exist-
ence of the Communist Party is the
core of all work now.

The events referred to occurred re-
cently in Schenectady, New York.
The Atomic Energy Commission or-
dered the General Electric Company
to cancel its contract with the U.E.
(United Electrical, Radio and Ma-
chine Workers Union). The reasons
provided were (r) the union's offrcers
refused to file non-Communist affi-
davits; (z) there is alleged Commu-'
nist "affiliation" and "association" of
various officers of U.E.

Thus, a labor union is virtually
outlawed by decree. If it can happen
to one union, it can happen to any
union anywhere. This outgrowth of
Taft-Hartleyism almost makes Taft-
Hartley obsolete. Consider the full
meaning of this order. It deprives
workers of the right to be represented
by the union of their choice; it out-
laws the Communists; it establishes
guilt by association; it enforces
thought control to preserve what it
defines as "loyalty to the interests of
the United States." In this way, union
men and women who demand better
conditions or oppose atomic war can
be branded as "disloyal" to their
country.

Can the American labor move-
ment, including Mr. Murray and
Mr. Green, be satisfied with the
amendment or even possible repeal
of Taft-Hartley, with one Truman
hand, while he wields this new black-
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jack with the otherl As the lawyer
to whom I have referred concludid:
"Only o smashing uictory in the case
of the tueluc Communist leoders, and
a complete galily
ol the Co stup
this rtind tabir

why this case in-
not only of civil
very existence of

t.

BUILD A MASS DEFENSE

There must be a mass outcry, a
mass defense, a mass protest.

time-table of action from your local
C.R.C. or from the National Office,
zo5 East 4znd Street, New York City.
The campaign centers around Bill ;f
Rights Day, December r5th, and cul-
minates in a national conference in
January.

I say in
reading th
nsts: these
right now.
not depend on us alone, but must
and can reach millions who voted
directly for Wallace or for the "pro-
gressive" promises of Truman, aithe
same time we Communists cannot
consign the defense of our leaders
solely to capable lawyers or the
C.R.C. and then go about our own

business as usual. The fira rnass or-
ganization to be mobilized behiad
C.R.C. cueryathcre lor the defense
ol our leaders must be the Commu-
nist Party.

The legal defense of our comrades
splendid
inch of

sider re-

selves. But let us have no legalistic
illusions. Cases of this kind a"re not
won in the courts alone.

Our job is
been unavoid
our election r
help raise the
required; (z) to arouse the Ameri-
can workers and the people gener-
ally through mass agiiation ii the
best traditions of uniied front labor
defense. Legal expenses, exclusive of
lawyer's fees (which are not exces-
sive), run high. For example, the
printing of the record alone in the
recent Eisler appeal cost C.R.C.
$8,ooo. There is a tremendous amount
of research work to be done, wit-
nesses must be summoned from all
over the country, etc. You know
without my listing it here whether
your district tops the list in raising
its quota, or lags behind. The fund"s
m_u_s_t b9 raised, and quickly.

We did not seek this occasion; it
was thrust upon us. But we must and
will make full use of it to enlighten
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tbe American people on the history,
principles, program, and policies of
the Communist Party. We will ex-

pose those who plot to bring about
an atomic w'ar, who have used and
continue to use force and violence
against the American people, who
conspire to destroy the democratic
achievements of the American peo-
ple. We will, as Eugene Dennis an-
nounced in his Madison $quare Gar-
den speech, "Indict the Wall St. Con-
spirators." Our defense is not sepa-

rate from the struggle of labor and
of the Negro people for civil liberties.
They are one and indivisible.

Our indicted comrades personify
all the past struggles of the Ameri-
c:rn people. Is a great American
working-class leader like William Z.
Foster who laid the foundations for
the C.I.O. and especially for a trnion
in the sleel industry to die in prison
after a half-century of single-minded
c'levotion to the labor movement? I
believe every steel worker in Amer-
ica can be aroused to a white heat
of indignation over this question
alone. "We remember Ben," they say

in the South of our valiant Council-
rnan, Ben Davis.

Without in any way diminishing
the unity of the case, we can dramat-
ically utiiize the role of each comrade,
keep their identities clear, and pre-
sent them not as an abstract "r2,"
but as a splendid group of courageous
human beings, as Communists who
are flesh and blcod of the American
people. They have fought fascism,
led the unemployed, organized the
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unorganized, been in the forefront
of strike struggles, defended other

n, fought )im Crow-
mpioned Peace and
have advocated So-

world for all. Let us

be as bold in their defense, as have

been their lifeJong struggles for the

rn,orking class. In the fight for their
Lberty, we Communists must be in
the "first line of defense."

tr{ave faith in the people; the
rvorkers will respond. If we go to
them, they will see this case clearly
as bound up with their vital struggle
against the fascist offensive. The for-
eign-born remember rvhat happened
to Sacco-Vanzetti and our magnifi-
cent fight to save them. TheY know
what happened in Europe. The Ne-

11o people remember l{erndon and
the Scottsboro boys and what a mass

rnovement can do. The A.F. of L.
remembers ttrre tragic McNamara
case and the long but successful fight
for Tom Mooney. Some of the new
unions born in the "balmy" days of
F.l).iL., have yet to cut their teeth on
labor defense. Let us not hesitate to
go to all.

Thousands of committees with
C.R.C. credentials should knock on
every union door. There is a tradi-
tion of labor defense we must invoke
fearlessly. First let's mobilize our-
selves; then the Left-u,ing and pro-
gressive unions. Let's go further -
into all the unions everywhere. Show
them this trial is calculated to dyna-
mite the rights of labor, to shackle
the American workers to the chario\

wheels of war. Don't even wait for
friendly top leaders to act. Go ro the
locals directly. This will help build
a base to activate these leaders more
quickly. It will put a fire under un-
friendly union officials.

DISMISS THE INDICTMENTSI

Our objectives in this case are sim_
g_l_", y-.t all-inclusive and far-reaching.
We should continue to demand froir
Truman the dismissal of these medi_
eval-like indictments, which evoke

n-
i1-
lr,
If

the case is not dismissed, our next
firm purpose must be to secure an
acquittal of these twelve leaders.

They must walk out of the court
free and vindicated, as Dimitrof{

are not
ty. We
legality
Ameri-

class, the Party con_
orefront of the people's
Party that champions

THEY MUST GO FREE! ro8r

tlte growing moaement. for the full
equality and freedom of the Negro
PeoPle. In this fight to maintain the
legality of our Party, rue are defend-
ing the basic interests and fwnda-
mental democratic rights of the
American people. One of the most
fundamental ol these is the right to
aduocate the establishment of Social-
ism-the social system rultich alone
ruill bcnish capitalist exploitation and
oppression, and the threat of lascism
and irnperialist ouar.

If we understand the full political
significance of this trial, we will help
build a mighty defense movement,
broad end united, from coast to
coast. W'e cannot delay. The enemy
Dresses upon us. "If you are lost, we
are lostl" a German deputy writes.
French intellectuals have cried out
their support. Workers in France,
Australia and England have spoken
out. We cannot fail to answer the
question that resounds today from
every other country in the world:
"What are the American workers do-
ing about this ferocious attack upon
their leaders and their rightsl"

Georgi Dimitrofi, United Front Against Fascism, p. 9.
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N. Y. STATE COMMITTEE, C.P.U.S.A.

Awervsrs of the New York State decisiue factor in increasing the peo-
election results, which are of national ple's consciousness of the sharpening
significance, must take into account war danger, thus erecting a greater
the basic factors which operated in barrier to war whict', if extended,
this election campaign. The division can upset the war time-table of
of the world into two camps, that of American imperialism.
peace and democracy and that olwar The Nea., Yorft State election re-
and fascism, was reflected in the po- sults reinlorce the uiew that the
litical lineup in our country, with the foundation ol a national Third Par-
two old parties of Big Business, Dem- ty, capable ol successlully challeng-
ocrats and Republicans, carrying ing the react;onary program o'f '

through a bipartisan war policy, and American monopoly, uas laid in this
the Progressive Party directly chal- carnPdign. Some of the highlights
lenging this policy. herc illuminate the luture ol the new

The American people rejected party, and giue solid ground for con-
what they conceived to be the open, lilence in that future.
blatant face of reaction, as showu ITOSITIVE AS'ECTS
in the Republican program ancl ()ov-
ernor Dewey's campaign. I-Jut thcir The outstanding positive aspects

desires for peace, Iower prices and of the results were the vote for
democracy did not find clear ex[)res- Henry A. Wallace on the American
sion in a major break with thc two Labor Party line, which exceeded
Big Business parties. the previous A.L.P, high with Roose-

Under the impact of Truman velt in 1944; the victory of Vito
demagogy and the activities of Smirl- Marcantonio in the r8th Congres-
Democrats and Right-wing labor sional District; the vote of some
leaders, their progressive desires were r5o,ooo for Simon W. Gerson, Com-
misdirected into support lor thc munist-A.L.P. candidate; the substan-
ueiled bott no less reactionary aims tial vote cast for Leo Isacson, which
represented by Truman and the almost doubled the A.L.P. vote in
Democratic Party. Yet, while a major the z4th Congressional District.
break with the two-party system did The increased A.L.P. vote is all
not take place, the basis for a mass2 the more significant because it was
potentially powerful, anti-imperialist achieved under totally difierent con-
coalition was created. ditions than in previous years. The

Whatever the limitations of the entire Right-wing and Social-Demo-
size of the Progressive Party vote, cratic labor leadership in the state,
the Third Party campaign was a many of'whom were in the leader-

ro8z,
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ship of the A.L.P. in 1944, using the
Democratic machine headed by May-
or O'Dwyer in New York City, had,
as a major objective, holding the
A.L.P. vote to an absolute minimum.
The Liberal Party conducted a vig-
orous campaign aspiring to achieve
the balance of power position in state
politics.

In face of this, the A.L.P. received

5o8,ooo votes, increasing from rr per-
cent to 13 percent in the city, an in-
crease which extended to all four
major counties, and in the Bronx
going up to 17 percenr. Thus, a
major objective of these Right-wing
forces was defeated. Thq A.L.P.
emerged as a decisive factor in the
political life of the state. This has

$reat importance for the 1949 may-
oralty campaign and the r95o guber-
natorial elections.

The A.LP. aote is of a qualitatiuely
different character than that cast for
Truman. It uas not only q aote
against the Soth Congress and the
fear of Hoouerism. It cuas a aote
against the Marshall Plan, against the
betrayal of Israel, against Red-baiting
an d stri fte breaftin g, ru hic h reco gni ze d
the bipartisan responsibility for these
policies! This aote is, therefore, a
ilrong bula,,arft against tlze driue to
ruar and fascism, uhich will proceed
undcr Truman no less than it ouould
haue with Deutey as President.

DESPITE''LESSER EVIL''

The vote in New York State was
achieved despite operarion of the

"lesser evil" theory because the

the past months-above all, on the
is-sue of 

_ 
peace, against the betrayal

of Israel and for the 5-cent fare.
The candidacies of Marcintonio and
Isacson and the active campaign con-
ducted around scores of i"ndidat.,
throughout the city and state helped.

Another important factor was the

In contrast, the traditional split-
ting and disruptive role of Social
Democracy
Party was s

voters, with
ing a declin

fusal to endorse such fighters for
the people as Marcanronio- and Isac-
son, and the "spite" tactics of oppos_
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ing all candidates, regardless of rec-
ord, who accepted A.L.P. support.

MARCANTONIO WINS

Especially significant was the vic-
tory of Vito Marcantonio in face of
an unprecedented line-up of big
money, practically the entire com-
mercial press, and Red-baiting hys-
teria which knew no limits. Marc-
antonio, appearing on the A.L.P. Iine
only, for the first time, more than
doubled the previous A.L.P. vote'
The solidarity of this vote, and the in-
creased understanding of foreign pol-
icy generatcd by the uncompromising
Marcantonio campaign, were further
shown in the vote for Wallace in the
Italian area, double that previously
registered for the A.L.P.

The Marcantonio uictory Proues
not only that the 7-hird Party is here
to stdy, but that it can become a tuin-
ning party, based on a militant light
on the issues, year-round grass-roots
contact with the people, and first-
class political election district organi-
zat;on.

The vote of r5o,ooo for S. W. Ger:-

son is another striking rejection of
Red-baiting. It marks a new stage
between Communists and other
forces in the democratic coaiition.
It was a tribute to the correct policy
of the Kings County A.L.P. and to
the excellent campaign of the Brook-
lyn Communists and of the candi-
date, Si Gerson, a campaign which
aided the entire Third Party vote.
Continuation of such a policy in the
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r94g councilmanic campaign can
achieve even greater results.

The vote for Leo Isacson, though
not enough to win the election be'

cause of the unholy alliance of Lib-
erals, Republicans and Democrats,
was a positive achiev-ement, repre-
senting a real advance for the Third
Party.

These important positive results
do not, however, alter the fact that
in New York, as elsewhere, the ma-

lority of the people chose Truman,
rather than the real alternative, the
A.L.P., as the means of securing their
progressive aims. The actual vote on
the Democratic line increased slightly
both in New York City and in prac-
tically all industrial areas over that
secured rn ry44 The Republican Par-
ty, on the whole, ran behind its 1944

vote, with the biggest decline in New
York City. Reflecting the same shift
in sections of the farm vote for Tru-
mxn nationally, though not to the
same clegree, the Democrats elected
a Oorrgrcssman from a rural area.

Thc big shift to the Democrats
took place among the workers, the
Ncgro people, the Italian, Polish,
Irish, |ewish and other national
groups, many of whom stayed away
Irom the polls in ry46 or voted Re-
publican. Some of the increase
stemmed from the "new unity" of
tl.re Derlocratic Party, which can
have only reactionary consequences,
based as it is on concessions to Red-
baiting and a rapprochement with
the Farleys, the Catholic hierarchy
and other anti-Roosevelt elements.

The shift to the Democrats was
more marked in the Congressional
races, with the vote exceeding in
many places the total cast for Presi-
dential candidates, underlining the
sharp protest against the 8oth Con-

, gress. Such notorious Taft-Hartley-
ites and Red-baiters as Potts from the
Bronx, the three Queens Congress-
men, and a number of other Repub-
licans, went down to defeat.

However, despite these Democratic
gains, the total vote in the state was
some 2oo,ooo under that in 1944, with
the sharpest drop in the Negro and
Jewish areas and in some predomi
nantly Republican areas. This shows
lack of enthusiasm for either old-
line party among large sections of
potential voters.

REASONS FOR TREND

Why did the same factors which
brought about the Democratic trend
nationally, operate in New York
State? The basic reason was that,
despite the substantial influence and
activity of the A.L.P., the majoriry
of the people fell prey to the "lesser
evil" theory-essentially because of
the extreme demagogy of Truman
and the all-out efforts of the Social
Democratic and Right-wing labor
leaders, combined with fear of a
Dewey victory.

This trend, while developing from
the time of the Democratic Conven-
tion, took deep hold in the last few
days before the election, as Truman's
demagogy reached new heights.

It is not too much to sav that at
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the last minute, thousands of Wal-
lace supporters in New York State
"voted for Wallace on Row B," be-
cause they feared a Dewey victory
and had illusions abour Truman.

The "lesser evil" theorv vzas ef-
fective because mosr of tle pe"ple
mistakenly supported Truman on
foreign policy under the illusion that
his was a peace policy. They did
not see the connection between the
Truman foreign policy and their
hatred of Taft-Hartley, desire for
lower prices, for civil rights, etc.
To the degree that the A.L.P. and
V/allace forces conducted an effec-
tive campaign on peace, Israel, and
other aspects of foreign policy, the
A.L.P. held its own and made some
new inroads.

A weak aspdct of the fight for
peace--aside from the almost com-
plete ab,sence of such a fight in the
labor movement-was the failure to
link it with these domestic issues.
The drop in the A.L.P. vote upsrare
can be attributed nor only to the
greater strength of R.ight-wing Iabor
Ieadership in the up-srare ciries, but to
inadequacies of the A.L.P. as a year-
round organization, active on issues,

EFFECTIVE DEMAGOGY

Particularly effective was the dema-
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A.L.P. vote among the Negro peo.
ple resulted from the lack of an all-
out fight on a national as well as

state and local level for full rights
for the Negro people by the progres-
sive camp before and during the
elections. It is a cause for alarm
which must be met by a consistent
fight for Negro rights and the estab-
lishment of progressive centers sup-
ported by labor among the Negro
people.

Despite all these tactors the Wal-
lace uote cowld and should haue been
greater if the Left-progressiue unions
had been lully rallied in the fight to
win the potential Third Party uote.
The labor vote for Wallace proves
that those labor leaders who hesi-
tated to campaign actively for Wal-
lace for fear of weakening progressive
infuence in the unions, seriously
underestimated Wallace sentiment
among their membership.

Far from weakening progressive
infuence in the unions, this vote
strengthens it, and makes the con-
tinued efforts of the Right-wing ele-
ments to isolate progressives immeas-
urably more difficult. The conclwsion
is obaious: an actiue fight for the
Third Party in the shops is an im-
portant aspect ol the struggle, to-
gether uith the fight for united action
on economic needs o'f the worfters,
to defeat the reactionary offensiue.

NOT LESSENED DANGER

In determining future policy based
on the election results, two things

must be kept in mind: First, the
election ol Truman and the Demo-
cratic majority in Congress has not
lessened the danger of utar ond fas-
cism; and, second, the oaerall ou.t-
come ol this election has opened up
neu possibilities lor more rd.pid mo-
bilization.of the people for a success-

fwl struggle against uar and fascism.
The key to dispelling the illusions

created by this election and to real-
izing these new opportunities is the
development of mass struggles on
those issues which most deeply stir
the people: Taft-Hartley, high prices,
civil rights, and peace. This broad
united front struggle must include
those voters who voted for Truman
as well as those who voted for Wal-
lace.

While the starting point must be
those isswes on uhich the people are
ready to u.nite, there can be no basic
political realignment in our state or
country unless at the same time the
linft between domestic issues and the
bipartisan uar policy is explained
to, and grasped by, the people.

Our Party nationally and in New
York State made a basic contribu-
tion in this election campaign by
fighting for and organizationally
helping to achieve the correct policy
of building a new political party as

the only way to defeat war and fas-
cism. The fundamental correctness of
this policy was confirmed by the elec-
tion results.

Our Party members in New York
performed a heroic and indispensable
job. Their activities underline the
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vital importance of the need for a
stronger and bigger Communist par-
ty.

The outcome of these elections
or gap
ecution
tepped-
Atlan-

tic alliance, and renewed attacks on
the labor movement, even though
different in form, are under w"y. Tf,.
main outlines of our activity ihould
be:

Help deuelop broad united front

struggles around the issues of Taft-
Hartley, prices, rent control, ciuil
rights, and peace. Community, city,
and state legislature conlerences, dele-
gations to Congressmen, and other
lorms of actiuity should be aided.

Help to build in euery lDdy the
Third Party ffioaenxent; in this state,
the A.L.P.

Aboue all, build and strengthen the
influence ol the Communist Party,
tuhich is the guarantee ol success in
the fight against war and lascism.

Roernt TnorrnsoN, State Chairman
Wrr,r,rau Nonrura.x, State Secretary.

". . . The history of the Party teaches us that unless it has wide
connections with the masses, unless it constantly strengthens these
connections, unless it knows how to hearken to the voice o-f the marres
and understand their ss it is prepared not only to
teach the masses, but asses, a pariy of the wor(ing
class cannot be a real of leading t'h. workirg .l"i
millions and all the

|oseph Stalin, H;story of the C.p.S.U., p. 362.
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By CARLOS R,AFAEL RODP'IGUEZ
Mernber ol tlte National Executiue
C ommittee, P opular S ocialist P arty
ol Cuba (Comntunist).

ACT I: CHAPULTEPEC

Tsr "Cr,nyroN PleN" is the name
given to Marshallization in the field
of world trade. It refers principally
to the World Trade Charter provi-
sionally adopted at Geneva, and to its
extension through the International
Trade Organization founded at the
Havana Conference.

But Latin America has known
long and well the ideas behind the
plan and also its personification in
William L. Clayton.* The "Clayton
Charter," designed to organize the
economic relations of all the Amer-
icas, was presented io the "Inter-
American Conference on Problems
of War and Peace" at Chapultepec
in February, 1945. Already at that
time, the first signs of the postwar
objectives of Yankee imperialism
were making their appearance.

The date is important; it teaches
us much ab,out the unalterable es-

sence of imperialism. In February,
1945, Franklin D. Roosevelt was still
alive and Mr. Clayton was an official
of his government. The "Good
Neighbor Policy" was still the official
attitude of the United States toward
Latin America. Those were the days

* Assistant Secretary of State in charge of eco-
nomic aflairs, whose resignation was announced
November 10, 1948.-Editon

when Secretary of State Sumner
Welles was announcing the death of
the "era of imperialism." The prom-
ises made to the colonial peoples
both in the Atlantic Charter and in
the diplomatic agreements of Te-
heran and Yalta were being pre-
sented by apologists for imperialism
as blueprints of the future. The theo-
rists of this tendency were proclaim-
ing a change in the relationships be-
tween the great powers of finance
capital and the undeveloped coun-
tries.

This change was blueprinted in
books by bourgeois economists such
as Nathan, Condlifie, Staley, Hansen,
and many others. Sufice it to quote
one paragraph from a work by Alvin
Hansen, then a close associate of
Henry Wallace in the Commerce
Department, to understand the thesis
on which this philosophy was based:

There is a new outlook abroad in
the worid today. Now, everywhere the
note is sounded that development, di-
versification and industrialization must
bc undertaken in the backward areas.
We have come to realize that the fu-
ture trade of the world cannot continue
to run in the simplified terms of ex-
change of raw materials for finished
manufactured products. . . . Large-scale
developmental projects, industrializa-
tion to an extent that is economically
feasible, and the diversification of agri-
culture; the development and improve-
ment of human resources through im-
proved health, nutrition and educa-
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When Mr. Clayton went to the
Conference of Chapultepec, on Feb-
ruary 27, 1945, he could not cast
aside altogether this prevailing idea.
In his speech he appeared to share
it, and he uttered numerous ref-
erences to the need to "raise the
standard of living" of the Latin-
American peoples, for the "industri-
alization" which would "in turn de-
velop better markets for our prod-
ucts," etc. But these phrases were
o_rly the sugar coating. Basically,
throughout his speech and the con-
crete proposals which became the
"Clayton Charter," there was ever
present the imperialist aim of con-
trolling Latin-American trade and
eliminating the positive efforts taken
thus far toward industrial diversifi-
cation-of sweeping away the weak
industries of the countries south of
the border by an invasion of Yankee
merchandise.

It is most important to understand
this, because it proves again the dan-
ger of the illusion encouraged
try Browderism, and confirms the
inevitable necessity for imperialism
to act against the independent de-
velopment of colonial and semi-colo-
nial peoples.

Already, in effect, Mr. Clayton

was undertaking to dissipate these il-
lusions, declaring, "As you know, it
is one of the principles of the post-
war comm_ercial policy of my country
to avoid lmonetaryl exchange con-
trols,"* by which he meant the de-
sire for the ab,solute domination of
the dollar.

He added, in the same speech, that
the Export-Import Bank would not
lend money to enterprises "which can
only make their way through gov-
ernment subsidies or excessive tar-
iffs"** - which meant cutting ofi
credit to many nascent industries that
might develop only if they receive
such aid for a time.

(Mr. Clayton and all imperialist
spokesmen seem to "forget" that the
tarifi system of the United States
during the first 30 years of the rgth
Century, and even later, served to
consolidate U.S. industry against
English competition.)

Making his central idea more
clearly, Clayton declared a momerlt
later, "To this end it is our inten-
tion to work actively for interna-
tional agreements to remove all dis-
criminations in trade, to reduce tar-
iffs and other barriers to trade. . . .*'rkrB

The aims pursued were obvious.
A century ago, in his "Discourse on
Free tade,"ik'3i(n Marx explained
that the principle of "freedom of
trade" was only the tool of the more
industrialized countries to conquer

x The Defiartnent ol State Bulletin, Marcln 4,
45, p. 3)6.-Editon7945, p. 3)6.-Ed** Ibid., p. 338.+*+ Ibid.. o. 11f"*r lb;d.' P. )19.* * * * Delivered before the Democratic* llvio Haosen, Am.erica't Role in ,be \Y/orld

liconomy, Peoguin Books, New York, f946, p. 8. Brussels, Belgium, January 9, 7848.
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the world market without tarifl hin-
drances. England used the free trade
dogma against the protectionism of
the growing American industrializa-
tion. Now, the powerful U.S. impe-
rialism takes the banner of "fiee
trade" to smother the world beneath
the weight of its merchandise.

Following this line, the "Economic
Charter of the Americas" proposed
by Mr. Clayron, after speaking in its
preamble of the need "to ichieve
higher levels of living," goes on to
insist on the necessity foi "freedom
of action in the econo-i. fi.Id. . . ."*

It sets forth the necessity that there
be preserved and strengthened "an
atmosphere of confidence based on
freedom from economic discrimina-
tion"**-which means, as is ex-
plained later, a contest between na-
tive interests, or national industries,
and foreign interests, or American
imperialism.

To implement these ends, the U.S.
delegation proposed in Article 3 of
the Charter: ". . . To find a basiifor
practical and efiective measures ,o
reduce barriers ol all ftinds to the
float of international tradcj'and to
promote "the cooperative action
which must be taken in other fields,
particularly the stabilization ol cur-
rencies, and international inuest-
49179."**{e

Article 4 is opposed to those cartels
"which obstruct international trade,
stifle competition," etc. Article 5 pro-

._a.Tbe Departmilt of State Billetin, March 4,
1945, b. )47.

" Ibid., p. 348.
'tt lbid,, pD. )48-349.

posed "to work for the elimination
of economic nationalism in all its
forms." Article 6 refers to the need
"to assure just and equitable treat-
ment and encouragement for the
e.ntcrpriscs, sfrills and copital brought
lrom one courztry to anotlter."*

In this way, Mr. Clayton, right in
the Roosevelt era, gave us a view into
the future of the plans of the im-
perialists who later eliminated even
the very shadows of the so-called
"Good Neighbor" Policy.

It must be said that the Latin
s

republics." According to Dr. Gutier-
rez, these problems were discussed
with the U.S. delegation and "sev-
eral amendments in behalf of their
respective countries" were submitted.

Some of these amendments ex-
pressing, though very timidly and
diplomatically, the resisrance of Lat-

gation, Article 3 as approved speci-
6es that the elii'rination of the bar-

'"r., PD. 148-149.
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riers conform "with the purpose of
assuring all peoples of the world high
levels of living and the sound de-
velopment of their economies. . . ."*
Instead of proposing the elimination
of economic nationalism, as Mr. Clay-
ton asked, the Charter limited itself
to condemning "excesses of economic
nationalism."** The U.S. wanted to
obtain a prohibition on governmbnt
undertakings in the field of com-
merce-which was aimed at the Ar-
gentine and struck at the unifica-
tion of merchant fleets with ofrcial
participation; but the Latin-Ameri-
can delegations defeated this pro-
posal.

ACT II: GENEVA

Chapultepec was the first act in a
series of skirmishes in which the in-
terests of imperialism clashed with
the national needs of Latin America,
sometimes in the open, sometimes
behind the closed doors of diplomatic
parleys. Geneva was the second stage.

The 18 nations that met in Geneva
in ry47 had held a preliminary cori-
ference in London. They were coun-
tries of a high level of foreign trade,
although some, like Cuba and Chile,
could not be listed among the great
powers economically.

At Geneva the U.S. imperialists
labored to carry out on a world scale
the decisions accomplished for the
Americas at Chapultepec. To do this,
they used every available means. It

'Tbe State Deietmffi, B*l.letin, Marcb 18,
1945, p. 452.

" Ib;d,, E. 452.

is'well known that they tried using
a $3.2 billion loan as a weapon to
force Great Britain to renounce its
imperial preferences and shed the
protectionism of the Empire. Cuba,
Brazil, and Chile were subjected to
economic pressures and even more
direct threats. The same policy was
applied to France, and transmitted
at that time to Leon Blum in Wash-
ington.

At Geneva, the Clayton Charter
outgrew its Western Flemisphere
boundaries and became world-wide.

However, the American delegation
could not get all it asked for. In the
case of Cuba, it had to retreat in sev-
eral aspects of its policy. Great Brit-
ain also put up a fight. The impe-
rialists prepared the ground for ihe
next skirmish that was to take place
at Havana. Geneva solved some of
their initial problems; they saw that
they would have to pull the diplo-
matic and economic strings more ef-
fectively if they were to win un-
conditional surrender at Havana.

ACT III: HAVANA

After Geneva, which achie,ired a
preliminary agreement among the
countries of the world, the Havana
Conference was prepared for No-
vember, rg47.Here the Clayton Plan
was already definitely under way. A
Draft Charter was introduced which
aimed at regulating world trade.
This Draft follows the outlines of
Chapultepec and Geneva. The very
first article, although it lists among
its objectives "to encourage and as-
sist the industrial and general eco-
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nomic development of Member
countries, particularly of those still
in the eariy stages of industrial de-
velooment,"-this same Article I de-
clares the airn of "the reductions of
tariils and orher trade barriers and
the elimination of all forms of dis-
criminatory treatment in interna-
tional commerce. " . ."* Which is the
same as saying: Clearing the way for
rvorld dominarion for U.S. export
trade. Article r also talks of stimulat-
ing the international flow of capital
for productiye investment.

Articles rr and rz ofrer protection
tg foreign investmenr capital, forbid-
ding any measure deemed discrimi-
natory. That is an old imperialist
ambition. (Back in r94r, the Ameri-
can magnates tried to impose on
Cuba a "Treaty of Residenceind Na-
vigation" which would have given
Yankee investors citizenshio rights
in Cuba. In return, the U. S. govern-
ment promised any Cuban investors

-! 
l- the same rights on U. S.

soil.)
Article r8 requires members to

renounce their sovereignty in tax
policy, prohibiting the imposition of
rates on foreign products higher than
those levied on domestic outpllr. It
also forb,ids any requirement that
native materials be used in factories
within a country.

Another defensive weapon of the
backward countries againit the trade
offensive of the U. S.-the import

* United Nations Economic and Social Couocil-
Report ol tbe Preb4t*tor)t Commifiee ,
on Trude atd. Employnenr, Lake Success, 1947,
p. 3.

quota system-is spikeC by Article
25" An examination of this article
shows the present imperialist policy
in all its nakedness. At the same

:ir,1illx;
the main

-it permits the imposition of quotas
on agricultural or semi-processed
raw materials. For example, while
Cuba cannot restrict the entry of
American products which are ruin-
ing our nation's industry, Cuban
sugar and tobacco, the two basic ex-
port products, can be and indeed are
submitted to the U. S. quota sysrem
that protects the inefficient beet sugar
industry and the inferior cigar in-
dustry.

The above are a few examples of
the spirit behind the Trade Charter.
From them can be understood the
character of this instrumenr by
which the U. S. bankers and expori-
ers aim at the conquest of world
commerce according to the doctrines
of Luce, Virgil Jordan, and Hoover,
doctrines which Truman and Mar-
shall have followed so faithfullv.
The Charter is but a phase of worid
Marshallization.

The same resistance that was ex-
pressed at Chapultepec and Geneva
against the Clayton Plan, arose in
Havana. Indeed, the Conference,
which was to end on a fixed date,
arrived at an impasse that threatened
to break it up. The less developed
countries of the world resisted the
terms that the U. S. was imposing.

Behind the scenes, the American
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delegation got tough, using its life-
and-death power over the economic
destinies of most of these nations.
Grumbling, they signed the Charter,
but not without making clear, in a

semi-official manner, the protest of
the nations defeated by the imperiai-
rst Power.

TIIE EFFECT OF THE WAR .

ON LATIN.AMERICAN
ECONO]\4Y

As the Clayton Plan aims at the
removal of tarifi walls, the elimina-
tion of subsidies, the prohibition of
quotas, and a free hand for investors,
it can be seen that its authors in Wall
Street and Washington well under-
stand the weak points in the young
economies of Latin America.

Observers have noted certain
chanees, important if not decisive,
in Latin-American economy during
World War II. These chaages can
be summed up as follows: r) an in-
crease in the proportion of industrial
production as compared with pro-
dr:ction of raw materials and semi-
processed goods; z) an increase in
trade among the Latin-American
countries; :) native capitalization.

Industrial development has been
uneven in the various countries. The
industrial potential of some, and the
existence of adequate supplies of rarv
materials, have made possible the
development of some basic industries

-a beginning toward big industry-
principally in steel, chemicals. etc.
Such is the case in Mexico, Brazil
(the Volta Redonda steel establish-

ment is the outstanding example),
Argentina, and Colombia. Other
countries have mainly developed
light industry, particularly for in-
ternal consumption: textiles, food,
shoes, etc.

It should be noted that this devel-
opment has not been made at the ex-
pense of the former basic production,
but alongside it; that is, the old ex-
ports increased in volume during the
war. That happened with oil in
Venezuela and Mexico, sugar in
Cuba, coflee in Brazil, beef in Ar-
gentina, saltpeter and nitrates in
Chile, etc.

This development arose because of
the interruption ot' foreign co?npeti-
tion. Evope, mainly Britain. and
Germany, formerly supplied a whole
Iist of essential goods to South Amer-
ica, while the U. S. was the main
source for the Caribbean and Central
America. The war, by paralyzing
European production and converting
U. S. industry to war use, dammed
the fow of foreign merchandise to
our lands. In the case of essential
goods, this made possible the rise of
Latin-American industries, some
crude, others advanced and tooled
up-to-date, which took over the in-
ternal market without outside com-
petltlon.

The result of this change can be
realized when one learns that before
the war industrial output was fpr
less in value than the raw or semi-
processed soods exported, while at
the end of hostilities Latin industrial
production u,as equal to either of
these headings.
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This initial industrialization has,
further, greatly stimulated trade be-
tween the Latin countries. Before
the war, only 7 percent of the for-
eign trade of these nations was cou-
ducted within Latin America; after
the war, more than 25 percent was
intra-Latin-American, despite the
obstacles imposed by the U. S.

An essential factor in the wartime
industrial development is found in
the possibility of internal capitaliza-
tion. For the first time in a long
period the Latin countries held ex--
ceptionally favorable trade balances.

reached high prices and rvere ex-
ported in an extraordinary volume.

This balance of dollars'was avail-

Increase of the worfting population

Another distinctive element of
Latin-American economv in the war
period was the increase'in the labor
force, above all in the number of new
industrial workers. This increase in
the working population, on which
there are as yet no definite figures,

contributed in turn to the develop-
ment of native consumer industry,
since it increased the local market.
In Cuba, for example, the annual per
capita consumption of tobacco in
r94Z rcse 66 percent over that of rhe
period ry35-3g. That of beer rose
almost roo percent in the same pe-
riod. Consumption of meat ,"d
bread rose despite the speculative in-
crease in prices.

The industrial bourgeoisie

On this base there has been devel-
oping an industrial bourgeoisie as a
permanent factor in the national
economy.
ready in
the war s

portion of
from the ranks of the former ex-
porters of raw materials, and they
link their interesrs with those of thl
latter. Another group arose inde-
pendently, and their outlook is com-
pletely opposite to that of the old ex-
port bourgeoisie.

THE DANGER OF THE
CLAYTON PLAN

It is obvious that the Clayton plan
threatens these young industries.
Born without competition and or-
ganized for a weak local market,
they are in no shape to compete with
U. S. exports. Only the system of
protective tariffs, subsidies and/or
quotas can save them. If native pro-
ducts are given "equal treatmint,,
with their Yankee competitors, Larin
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industry will quickly be wiped out. ceeds $zo billion a year. The surplus
The weapon of "dumping," already of available and accumulated invest-
being used skillfully, will destroy it
quite easily.

The opening of the Latin market
to the United States under the terms
of the Clayton Plan will bankrupt
the newer industrial beourgeoisie,
reduce employment to the impo-
verishment of the working class, and
halt the progress of Latin America
toward independence.

If the Clayton Plan has its way, the
countries to the south will return to
their former economies based on the
export of raw and semi-processed
materials. Considering that a grave
world crisis is in the cards, which
will inevitably mean a sharp break
in raw materials prices, it can be
predicted that the victory of the
principles set forth at Chapultepec,
Geneva, and Havana will bring ruin
to our countries.

That and nothing else is the aim
of the imperialists. They must re-
turn to the golden days of dollar
diplomacy, when they exploited the
labor of the Cuban cane chopper, the
Chilean miner, and the Mexican oil
worker for a few cents a day.

Another aim of this policy is to
6nd profitable investments for their
surplus capital. It is well known that
the rate of capital investments has
dropped recently in the United
States, and that industry is produc-
ing more and more on only a part of
its productive capaciti,. At the same
time, according to the estimates of
North American economists, the sav-
ing capacity of the U. S. economy ex-

ment capital is enormous. And the
imperialists are again seeking their
favorite fields of investment: natural
resources and slave wages. The
whole tendency of American invest-
ment in Latin America has been to-
ward this type of colonial exploita-
tion (see Cleona Lewis, America's
Sta\e in International Inaestnxents,*
and the work of Elizabeth Han-
nan**).

The Clayton Plan to prohibit the
regulation of investments, to prevent
the limitation of profits by taxation,
to require "protection" for investors,
shows clearly that Latin America is
regarded as a vassal. And it pro-
poses to perpetuate the semi-colonial
and dependent character of most of
the southern countries.

THE PLAN IN ACTION

It should be noted that the Clayton
Plan has been in efiect for a long
time. Even in the Roosevelt era,
Wall Street was pulling wires in the
State Department cancelling out the
Good Neighbor promises of F.D.R.

We have referred to the proposed
treaty of residence and navigation
with Cuba. But we could multiply
examples. Threats of reprisals ab-
ruptly terminated negotiations be-
gun by Colombia, Brazll, Argentina,
and Venezuela for profitable trade

t The Brookings Institution, 'Washingon, D.C.,
1938.

* | TJTilly Feuerlein and Elizabeth Haonao,
Dollart in lztin Anerica, New York Council oa
Foreigo Relations, 1!41.
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with the U.S.S.R. During the war,
the U. S. monopolized the basic pro-
ducts of all our countries to limit the
possibilities for trade among our-
selves.

There was the paradoxical situa-
tion of Mexico selling her grain and
Cuba her sugar to the Commodity
Credit Corporation, and then the
C.C.C. selling the Mexican grain to
Cuba and the Cuban sugar to
Mexico.

When, a few months ago, Cuba
sought to overcome her shortage of
meat by importing Argentine cattle,
the U. S. commercial attach6 killed
the deal by insinuating that the U. S.
might reduce its purchases of Cuban
products-including sugar-for fear
of the spread of the hoof and mouth
disease that the Argentine cattle
might introduce into ftis country.

LATIN AMERICA RESISTS

Latin-American diplomacy, in re-
sisting the most aggressive aspects of
the Clayton Plan at Chapultepec,
Geneva, and Havana, was only re-
fecting, sometimes too timidly, the
sentiments of the respective coun-
tnes.

The proletariat has been playing a

vanguard role in this resistance.
Through the Latin-American Con-
federation of Labor (C.T.A.L.) led
by Vicente Lombardo Toledano and
its affiliates in each country, the work-
ing class, assuming national leader-
ship, has organized a collective pro-
test against the American demands.
The demonstrations in Venezuela

and Colombia when the U. S. tried
to stop the formation of the Gran
Colombiana joint merchant marine
(with Ecuador), the resistance of tire
Cuban working class, the demonstra-
tions in Rio and Sao Paulo, l)raz7l,
against the submission of Dutra, the
strikes in Chile, are clear signs that
the most advanced section of the
working class is taking the path of
struggle.

Therefore, the first limited objec-
tive of imperialism is to break the
resistance of the labor movement in
order to disorganize the national
protest in each country. In this aim
it has had the aid, loyal if not effec-
tive, of its reformist, apristd, auten-
tico, and Trotskyite stooges. Ibanez
in Chile, Peruvian Aprism, Morones
and the Mexican union splitters,
Muials and Cofino in Cuba-all di-
rected by the trade-union bureau of
the State Department (that is, by
the A. F. of L. through William
Green and Serafino Romualdi)-
have striven to disorganize the labor
movement by the creation of a new
paper federation at Lima. They have
not lacked help in their divisive
work, from the top Catholic hier-
archy. They have also had the co-
operation of quisling governments.
Videla in Chile, Dutra in Brazil,
Grau in Cuba, Trujillo of the Domi-
nican Republic, Carias, etc., have
served as agents for persecutions,
banning of organizations, and even
for criminal acts such as the murder
of Cuban sugar workers' leader

Jesus Menendez. On the other hand,
Peron in Argentina, conducting a
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campaign of demagogy, has sought
to turn the anti-imperialist resistance
to his own ends, creating a base for a

reactionary nationalist bloc in Latin
America.

But the contradictions between the
necessity for independent develop-
ment in Latin America and the ex-
pansionism of the U. S. imperialists
are so grave, and are worsening so

much all the time, that not even
these methods have been able to suc-

ceed. The alternatives, resist or
perish, have forced even govern-
ments that had docilely submitted to
Washington to voice a protest.

The Latin countries were forced
early in :,946 to restrict imports. The
avalanche of North American goods
that fooded their markets even then
was threatening to wash away all the
dollars accumulated in the war years.
They began to adopt various meas-

ures to counteract this. In 1947,

Uruguay extended the list of articles
on which import permits were re-
quired. In |une, r9\7, Peru assumed
control of foreign exchange. Argen-
tina suspended non-essential imports,
and economic boss Miranda and his
clique have controlled the dollar
balance-in a most suspicious man-
ner, however. In other countries-
Brazll, Colombia-various forms of
control. were set up.

THE CONFERENCE OF BOGOTA

But the Trade Charter, as we have
seen, tends to eliminate these de-

fenses. So, on the eve of the Bogota
Conference held in the spring of

1948, and during its sessions, opposi-
tion burst out that led to the defeat
of Marshall as the spokesman of im-
perialism at the parley.

Mexican Foreign Minister Jaime
Tores Bodet said in February, 1948,

explaining his country's position and
supporting it before the Inter-Ameri-
can Social and Economic Commit-
tee:

"Specifrcally, we have stressed

that 
-. . . the agreement should be

oriented toward the advancement of
the less developed countries. . . i
We suggest thar a regrettable void
in the draft text be filled by a special

ment of their resources."
Carrillo Florez emphasized the

necessity for facilitating the obtain-
ment of equipment. He had in mind,
of course, the exposure by the
Chilean Communists that the rup-
ture of diplomatic relations with
Czechoslovakia ordered by President
Videla coincided with the final
stages of negotiation of a pact guar-
anteeing Czech machinery for Chi-
lean development projects.

On the floor of the Bogota Con-
ference, Torres Bodet insisted that
Latin America urgently needed help,
and that the Marshall Plan could not
serve as a Pretext for stifing the
development of the countries to the
south. He pointed out that most of
the latter "exist as wretchedly as the
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Another aspect of the contradic-
tions was bared at Bogota when,
against the express opposition and
nay_vote of the U. S., the majority
of the countries approved a motion
designed to obtain a fairer balance
between the prices of the raw mate-
rials that Latin America exports,
and the prices of the manufaciured
goods the U. S. sends them. Simi-
larly, the conference voted, over
American opposition, approval for
regional trade preferences among
blocs of countries.

When, developing the principles
of the Ciayton Pian] Co--.r.. S..-
retary Ffarriman demanded protec-
tion for investments, a hostile itmos-
phere indicated the Latin-American
opposition. Mexico, Uruguay, Guate-
mala, and other countries indicated
the colonial character of these invest-
ments in the past, and the need for

THE PRESENT SITUATION

But the Marshallization of trade
races along as the immediate objec-
tive of imperialism. It could nor be

soften the._crash, the imperialist pro-
pose to sell between $r5 and $25-bil-
lion of Yankee merchandise aSroad
every year.

- Despite the growing resistance of
the proletariat and the more bel-
ligerent section of the Latin-Ameri-

the nations
already ex-
is trade of-

fensive. According to economist J.
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Torras, while Latin imports of
American goods averaged $53o mil-
lion a year just before the war, dur-
ing ry47 the Latins consumed seven

times as much, exactly $3,86o,ooo,ooo.
Meanwhile the United States

bought only $z,r5orooo,ooo from
these countries. As a result of this
unbalance and of further extractiors
by way of interest, shipping charges,
insurance, and other items, the gold
and dollar reserves of Latin America
are evaporating at an accelerating
rate.

Argentina, which held $r,176,ooo,-
ooo in its balance in ry45, retained
only $zoz million. Mexico's dollars
faded from $344 million to $9o mil-
lion; as a result, she had to devalue
the peso. (Although this devaluation
was officially declared to be aimed at
reducing imports from the U. S., it
had other negative results, discussion
of which is not relevant to this ar-
ticle.) Although some countries
(Cuba, Venezuela) have increased
their reserves, in general there has
been a shrinkage that becomes more
acute every day.

The battle of Latin America
against the Clayton Plan continues,
with no holds barred. Imperialism
has not yielded in its designs. Mexico
has had to contend with Washing-
ton's resistance to steps taken to de-

fend the national economy. In Cuba,
the workers and industrialists suf-
fered a partial defeat in their efiort
to keep North American textiles from
ruining their native industry. An
ultimatum by the U. S. government
caused the Cuban regime to defeat

a weak bill limiting the entry of
foreign goods.

But as the imperialist aggressive-
ness grows, so the resistance mounts.
The Brazilian people have just
scored an important victory in de-
feating the treasonable attempt of
dictator Dutra to surrender the na-
tion's petroleum resources to Stand-
ard Oil. Wherever the proletariat
has the maturity necessary to head
the fight for national anti-imperialist
unity, there we see developing an al-
liance of workers, peasants, the mid-
dle class, and sections of the bour-
geoisie.

At Geneva, the workers and indus-
trialists ioined in their opposition to
the Clayton Plan. Today there has
arisen a tremendously important
movement, which may become de-
cisive in the struggle of the Latin
American countries for their inde-
pendence.

The C.T.A.L. at its last congress,
put forth the idea of a conference of
leading Latin-American personalities
from all groupings to draft a plan
for defense. In Cuba, a group of
distinguished intellectuals, and labor
and political leaders, wrote Gen.
Lazaro Cardenas, revered former
president of Mexico, suggesting that,
in the face of the imperialisr threat,
he head this union of Latin forces.*
Among this group were Fernando
Ortiz, the most distinguished Cuban
intellectual; historian Roig de Leuch-
senring; Marquez Sterling, former
president of the Constituenr Assem-

r Since this ws winm, Gencral C:rdenas ac-
cepted the inaitz.tJon.-Edit0.
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with the action of other social
groups.

THE ROLE OF PROGRESSIVE
FORCES IN THE
UNITED STATES

In this sr
America and
ters of the Cl
sive forces in
a decisive role to play. The program

put forth by Wallace, as opposed to
the bipartisan policy, givd^encour-
agement to the Latin Americans. In
his letter to Lazaro Cardenas, Wal-
lace declared:

"My friends in Mexico and Latin

by
to

he

William Z. Fostcr, The Neu Europe, p. t24.
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AGRIGUI-IURI
By LEM HARBIS

CeN rns woRLD feed itself, all of its
members ? It never has done so.

Can we have a world without hun-
gerl We have never had it. Few
people in America realize that much
of mankind lives on the brink of
starvation, dependent on each crop,
facing disaster in years of crop fail-
ure.

World War II has made the prob-
lem especially acute. The United
Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization (F.A.O.) reports that
only seven nations, excluding the
Soviet Union and the new democ-
racies, raise enough food to meet
their own needs.* These are Aus-
tralia, Canada, Denmark, New Zea-
land, Norway, Switzerland, and the
United States. The other fifty mem-
ber nations of the F.A.O. have food
shortages, with "per capita supplies
of food and fibers far below prewar
levels." This report of the F.A.O.,
dated November, 1948, lists "draw-
backs" to increased world produc-
tion which include: fear in the food
exporting nations of "future unmar-

'Tbe State ol Food and Agricshtre, 1948,, a

Suruey by the United Nations Fmd md Agriol-
nrral Orgaoizatioo.

ketable surpluses" (!), loss of soil
fertility and erosion problems, lack
of improved seeds and fertilizers,
shortage of livestock feeds and farm
machinery, etc.

The sober fact which looms to
haunt humanity is that if present
destructive practices continue, world
hunger can reach the acute stage
within three generations. This is to-
morrow on the calendar of mankind.
Fairfield Osborn, president of the
New York Zoological Society, writes:
"Another century like the last and
civilization will be facing its final
crisis."

Confronted with this world prob-
lem, both capitalist and socialist states
are reacting to it, each in its char-
acteristic way.

Which form of society is better
equipped to handle such a problem?
Can a government concerned with
the profits of "free enterpriser" or a

socialist government, be more suc-
cessful in inspiring the organized
and planned co-operation of millions
to conquer hunger? It is worth ex-
amining how the first socialist na-
tion and the only remaining strong
capitalist nation are addressing them-
selves to this problem.

SOVIET I5-YEAR PLAN TO
END DROUGHT

On October z4 of this year, all
newspapers in the Soviet Union
dramatically announced a gigantic,
yet detailed, plan for ending the
menace of drought, conserving the
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soil, and increasing crop production
throughout the entire steppe land-
area of the European part of the
Soviet Union. All that Soviet sci-
entists have learned, all the experi-
mental work in hundreds of insti-
tutes, the labor and enthusiasm of
collective farmers on 8o,ooo farms,
plus the resources of the Soviet Gov-
ernment-all this is to be mobilized
to streamline Soviet agriculture in
an area equal to three Californias.

In presenting the plan to the na-
tion, one of the greatest of the Soviet
scientists, E. V. Michurin, recom-
mends it with the statement:

I am of the opinion that the collec-
tive farm system, working with the
Communist Party, will carry out this
great plan and thereby aid working
humanity to achieve mastery over the
forces of nature.

The opening section summarizes
the results of years of experimental
work in order to assure the collective
farm members that the proposals are
all based upon proven methods. The
work of the Dokuchaev Experimen-
tal Station in the drought-ridden
lower Volga, a special r5oo-acre dem-
onstration on the Giant State Farm,
and experimental work at a group
of collective farms near Stalingrad,
are cited as instances where the new
soil-building methods have been ap-
plied over a number of years and
where shelter belts are already pro-
tecting the fields. In every instance
improved crops have resulted, greatly
in excess of the records of nearby

fields where the old, traditional
methods continue to be Practiced.
The Soviet Government and Com-
munist Party conclude that all the
necessary conditions are at hand for
carrying through the great r5-Year
Plan.

Seven maior steps are proposed:
r. Four great belts of forest bar-

riers are to be planted so as to ob-
struct the hot, dry winds which blow
in from the central Asian deserts and
are the primary cause of drought
and soil blowing. One belt runs from
the southern end of the Ural Moun-
tains to the Caspian Sea; a second
parallels the Volga, but a hundred
miles east; a third follows the Volga
to Stalingrad, then cuts south to the
Caucasus Mountainsl the last forest
barrier runs a hundred miles west of
the Volga from the point where the
natural pine forests begin in the
north, running south across the bend
of the Don River to the border of
the Ukraine. Altogether, these forest
barriers total some 3,ooo continuous
miles.

Included in this part of the plan
is the reforestation of the denuded
headwater regions of the main rivers,
particularly the Volga and Don. Ex-
isting stands are to be safeguarded
and lumbered on a scientific basis. It
is well known that care of forests in
the headwater regions will retain
moisture in the soil, slow down the
spring runofi, and prevent floods in
the lower water courses.

The development of protective for-
est belts in the U.S.S.R had already
passed the experimental stage before
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the war. Forest belts were planted on
a large scale in the Ukraine, where
the collective farms had set up a
forest belt of more than 667,ooo acres
around their fields. This protective
belt-much of which was destroyed
by the German invaders-did nor,
however, have nearly the same size
or qualitative significance as the huge
program under discussion here.

Work on the forest barriers is to
start in 1949, under the direction of
the Ministry of Forestry. Where
boundary problems involving collec-
tive farms may arise, these are to be
resolved by joint agreements to be
reached sometime in ry49. The cost
of these forest barriers is to be borne
by the state.

z. In addition to the continuous
belts of forest barriers, shelter belts
are to be planted for the prorection
of every field in the whole sreppe
land of the European part of 1Le
U.S.S.R., covering a total of 3oo
mrllion acres. Five percent of ihe
land, or r5 million acres, will be
taken up by these shelter belts; but

proved

1HH
'ihe carrying out of this giant

program of planting and tending the
shelter belts is left to the members of
8qooo collective farms, aided by the
state. This aid includes technical as-
sistance from agricultural scientists
sent out into every community, and
two-week training courses for the
leaders of the brigades which are to

carry out the work. Every agricul-
tural and forestry station is instructed
to experiment with tree varieties and
techniques in order to perfect the
methods which the collective farmers
will be employing in mass fashion.

The Machine Tracror Stations, and
a new institution, Forest Machine
Stations, are to be the agencies of
the government which will work out
the individual agreements with each
collective farm.

grasses, hybrid sorgums, etc., for
transforming these wastelands into
grazing areas and hayfields. The
Stavaropol Experimental Station is
designated to supply the necessary
seed for these plantings.

4. Great numbers of nurseries for
supplying billions of seedlings and
saplings are to be started this fall.
Though the bulk of the seedlings will
be supplied by the Ministry oT Fo.-
estry, it is proposed that for each

5 to ro collective farms there be one
nursery organized to supply the lo-
cal planting needs.

gullies, and water runwaYsl Plou,
ing in the fall, -as far as possible,
which wiil leave the land surface
rough fo
permit th
the grou
use of an
lizer, and green manure (plowed
under you

Most im e adoP-

tion of cro worked
out on the imental
Station, the unique feature of which
is the widespread use of Perennial
grains-a Soviet contribution to the
agriculture of the world. These peren-
nial grains, at present vrheat and rye,

not oniy outproduce other varieties,

blowing.
Finally, the increase in the amount

of land available for grazing and
raising fodder will permit the rapid
stepping-up of the number of live-
stock in the country. With relation
to this, it is also proposed that every
collective construct tanks connected
with the livestock O"ll:.r". the re-

modern meth-
main agricul-
d to be under

\ /ay by r95o and in full operation on
Bo,ooo collective farms by 1955. "At
the present time," the plan states,
"all the necessary conditions for mas-
tering the grass rotation system are
tt hand. It will result in greatly in-
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creasing the crop throughout the
steppe land-area."

6. The plan calls for the construc-
tion of 44,ooo sizable ponds and
reservoirs by state and collective
farms in order to propagate fish, pro-
vide irrigation, generate hydroelectric
power, and maintain the subsoil
water table.

7. In order physically to carry out
this ,entire plan, all kinds of new
and special machinery are to be made
available. Financial outlays of col-
lective farms for such mechaniza-
tion are to be met by ten-Year loans
from the Ministry of Finance, with
repayment starting only after five
years from the date of the loan. Thus,
the financial cost of this whole proj-
ect presents no serious problem to
the individual Soviet farmer.

In addition, some 57o Forest Shel-
ter Belt Stations fitted out with a

variety of heavy machinery are to
be organized by r95r. This equip-
ment will include ditchdigging ma-
chinery, graders, bulldozers, tree-
planting machines with trailers, spray
rigs, tank trucks, three-axle trucks,
movable shops, electric welding ap-
paratus, etc. These Shelter Belt Sta-
tions, like the well-known Machine
Tractor Stations, will conclude agree-
ments with the collective farms under
which the various operations will be

carried out, such as preparing the
Iand for tree planting, planting and
care of the trees, construction of
ponds and reservoirs, etc. Under the
agreements, the collective farms will
select personnel who will receive
training in the use of the new equip-
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ment and then take charge of the
work.

-This, in outline, is the grand plan
of the world's first socialist naiion
for modernizing agriculture and con-
quering drought, "man's ancient
enemy." The Soviet Government
plgydly proclaims that only a so-
cialist economy can harness the en-
ergies of the people and the resources
of the country for a common peace-
time purpose which will beneEt all
mankind.

CONSERVATION IN THE
UNITED STATES

In the United Stares, the need for
planning the conservation and devel-
opment of our natural resources is no

so threateningly that the government
is attempting measures designeci at
least to slow down the rate of d"--
age.

cordance with methods which will in-
sure natural replacement! The whole

be in a frenzy
of the principle

Imagine a super-
inistration invest-

ing a fund of ten billion dollars for
carrying through the terracing, soil
rebuilding, erosion control, erc., of
every small farmer and. cropper who
desired such aid! Such a-program
presupposes an end to the dominant
influence of rich farmers and cor-
porations over our agricultural pol-
icy. For that matter, such an invest-
ment in the rehabilitation of several
million marginal farmers must also
presuppose an end to Wall Street's

sequential, measures for conserving
our national heritage. And even the
low goals which fr'ave been ser are
fulElled only partially, with no sense
of urgency. Yet in actual fact there
is great urgency.

Most obvious of the criminal prac-
tices is the reckless slashing of the
nation's saw timber, whose reserves
are approaching the vanishing point.
In the past four decades, oui timber
reserves have been reduced by more
than 4o percent, and we are continu-
ing the destructive logging-off of the
remaining forests at twice the rate
of their regrowth. Even our national
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Olympic National Park in the state
of Washington.

Ten years ago, the Forestry Service
of the cut-over area of the Great
Lakes states drew up a long-term
plan for restoring this decimated re-
gion. Even though literally nothing
remains of the former great stands
in the northern halves of Michigan,
Wisconsin, and Minnesota, the for-
estry experts state that a giant pro-
griam of clearing useless brush and
birch, planting native pine, and pro-
viding elaborate fire protection could
gradually restore the forests of this
natural timber area. The plan pro-
posed the utilization of the under-
employed farmers of the region who
barely subsist on submarginal farms.

The plan had one brief moment of
prominence. Harold Stassen, run-
ning for Governor of Minnesota in
1938, made it the subject of one
speech, presenting it as the kind of
project the Republicans would spon-
sor, if elected. Stassen was elected,
but the plan was forgotten.

Even more difficult to replace than
stands of timber is our topsoil, which
is being progressively blown away
or washed into the sea. More than a
quarter of all our farm land is de-
stroyed or seriously damaged by
water erosion, blowing, or single-
crop farming. Congressman Hope of
Kansas, who in the Republican Con-
gress was chairman of the Commit-
tee on Agriculture, stated on the floor
of the House that "we are losing
about 5oo,ooo acres of crop land each
year through erosion, silting, improp-
er land use and other preventable

ttoT

causes." He added that our popula-
tion is increasing by about z million
each year, which means that the
maintenance of present standards
will require the annual cultivation
of an additional 6,ooo,ooo acres. Thus,
we are actually falling behind by
about 6,5oo,o00 acres each year.* Our
reserves of available land will not
last long at this rate. The Congress-
man concluded that the "United
States is approaching the point
where it will not be able to feed
and clothe its own people properly."

The year 1948 has highlighted the
growing menace of destructive floods,
which, it is well known, are one of
the direct results of the denuding
of the headwaters of our rivers of
their natural forest cover.

This recital of the continued wast-
age of our natural resources is evi-
dence enough that the government-
directed ef{orts to correct the abuses
have not been successful. Stirred
by clear warnings of impending dis-
aster, the government has taken some
steps aimed to correct bad farming
practices. Some z,ooo soil conserva-
tion districts now exist where farm-
ers are supposed to be co-operating
in applying approved farming meth-
ods. But we have the report of Wil-
liam Vogt, chief of the Conserva-
tion Section of the Pan-American
IJnion, who told the Neu Yorft
Herald Tribune Forum:

I've driven for miles inside the soil
conservation districts and had to hunt

* Congressionel Record, April 7, 1948, pa9e
A 2152.
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for evidence that the landowners had

ever heard of the Soil Conservation
Service. In these districts I have seen

thousands of acres of the sort of land
that the technicians-and landowners

-know 
very well should be left in grass

and timber. Now these vast areas have

been plowed and we are only waiting
for another dry year or two to have

another dust bowl.

We have also made a start in ter-
racing s

i.g cro
manure,
and buil
shelter-belt program for ten yearsl
but, though helpful in a limited waY,
the plantings adhere to no Planned
pattern. They occur in hit-or-miss
fashion on those privately-owned
farms whose owners have permitted
the plantings to be made.

The Tennessee Valley can be
named as the one area where, after
many years of opposition from the
private utility and fertilizer interests,
a conservation project has made an

the very
. are sub-
as being
merican."

With the ex
guide, the
Authority p
benefit to al
Mississippi-Missouri b,asin. But even
though President Truman, when a

Senator from Missouri, was a sponsor
of the M.V.A., his Administration
has quietly shelved it in favor of the
emasculated Pick-Sloan plan favored

by the private interests. A few large
dams are being built and some land
is being reclaimed; but the big iob
of restoring the headwaters cover,
controlling the flow of a myriad of
tributary streams, and develoPing
hydroelectric polver to serve every
farm and village in this mid-contin-
ent region, not to mention food con-
trol ind conservation of fish-all
these features of the M.V.A. are

vetoed by private capital.
Thus the class interests of the

rich farmers, the food processors,

the banks and insurance comPanies
which hold millions of farm mort-
gages, the utilities-ultimately Wall
St.."t-oppose any kind of control
over their iuthless exploitation of the
nation's natural resources. Yet the in-
terests of the working class, and of
the working farmers, are identified
rvith conservation. This fact should
irnpel the people's organizations to
undertake a closer examination o{ the

ground from under the twin Par-
ties of Big Business, both of rvhich
indulged in the most unrestrained
demagogy in the West and Midwest
on this question of conservation dur-
ing the election campaign. A welcome
by-product of a progressive program
and struggle of this kind, amcng
other things, 'u,ould be the coLtnter-
acting o[ the barbaric neo-Malthusian
propaganda line of many bourgeois
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conservationists, according to whom
"population pressures" need as their
correction war and starvation. This
reactionary line indicates their ac-

commodation to the war designs of
a Wall Street-controlled government
which simultaneously spends billions
for war preparations on the one hand,
and slashes the budget of the Soil
Conservation Service on the other.

Typical of. the spokesmen of the
bourgeoisie is Allen B. Kline, presi-
dent of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, the farm organization
controlled by the richest farmers and
enjoying semi-governmental status.
Commenting on the Soviet r5-Year
Plan, Kline asserts:

The record of the United State s

farmer proves that greater conserva-
tion can be attained only through the
minimum of centralized control.

Kline is in a strange position to
speak ill of the Soviet plan to uhite
the power of the state and the farm
population in a common effort to
modernize agriculture. For the Farrn
Bureau employs the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture Extension Ser-
vice, including the system of county
agents, and state agricultural col-
Ieges, to promote its rich-farmer
policies. Kline's objection, then, is
not in principle directed against gov-
ernment aid to agriculture. He is op-
posed to the use of government re-
sources for the purpose of increasing
the efficiency and productivity of the
masses of small farmers. In the
South, the Farm Bureau is domi-

nated by the large planters who
would violently oppose any conserva-
tion program that would benefit
sharecroppers and tenants; yet, ac-

cording to a study made in 1933,

more than one-half of all eroded
land in the United States was in the
South.*

These considerations supply the
basis for understandihg that a capi-
talist economy-even the most ad-
vanced industrially , and technologi-
cally-perpetuates a tremendous lag
between industry and agriculture, be-
tween city and country. Nay, more,
the very technological advances that
could serve to improve the working
and living conditions of the rural
masses and benefit the people as a
whole, are being used by the capital-
ists of farm and city as a weapon
further to impoverish and subjugate
the small farmers. This is one of the
major instances of the truth long ago
enunciated by Karl Marx, that the
outmoded relations of capitalist pro-
duction hold back the further devel-
opment of the productive forces-a
truth manifoldly evidenced in the
epoch of monopoly capital.

AMERICAN REACTIONS TO THE
SOVIET r5-YEAR PLAN

The Soviet Plan was announced
to the world on October 24. On Oc-
tober 26, our newspapers carried the
comments of our conservationists
and experts. They were uniformly

t Cired in Harry Haywood's, Nego Ubt*in,
International Publisbers, New York, 1948, pp.
)a_)\
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hostile, reflecting the fact that scien-
tists are far from immune from the
national hysteria whipped up against
the Soviet Union.

Thus, Fairfield Osborn, president
of the New York Zoological Society
and of the Conservation Foundation,
the man who has lectured and writ-
ten so eloquently on the "falling res-
ervoir of the earth's living resources,"
objects to the Soviet plan because,
as he puts it, it is "on a must basis;
and we are doing it on a will basis."
His book, incidentally, aims to prove
that our conservation eflorts have
thus far been ineffective.

Kent Leavitt, president of the Na-
tional Association of Soil Conserva-
tion Districts, calls it a "plan devised
in Moscow to be inflicted on Bo,ooo
collective farms." Geroid T. Robin-
son, director of the Russian Institute
of Columbia University and touted
as an agrarian historian, indulges
in the demagogy that this is a Soviet
move in preparation for the next war.
H. H. Bennett, chief of the Federal
Soil Conservation Service, com-
ments: "lJnder capitalism, the United
States has pioneered in soil conserva-
tion work." In the spirit of trying to
prove that we have done more and
better, the Neu Yorft Herald Trib-
une recalls Congressman Hope's
resolution for the development of our
soil and water resources-the nearest
we have to a national plan. But on
looking into this "plan," one dis-
covers that it is merely a resolution
introduced into Congress, as yet con-
sidered by no committee, and which,
even if enacted, merely calls for "sur-
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veys, investigation, and researchr" and
"to conduct demonstrations."

A few days later, Albert J. Love-
land, Under-Secretary of Agriculture,
released a statement commenting on
the main points of the Soviet plan
and aiming to show that the United
States is doing more than the So-
viet Union on each point. Explaining
that such comparison becomes neces-
sary in view of the Soviet "charge
that capitalism is incapable of such
a plan," he deigns to add: "the Rus-
sian project appears to be a worthy
plan and should be a fine thing for
the Russian people."

Loveland compares the 3,ooo miles
of protective tree belts under the So-
viet plan with the scattered plantings
on our farms which add up to r8,ooo
miles. In actual fact, the United
States, unfortunately, has no continu-
ous tree belt for shielding such areas
as the dust bowl. If a comparison
is to be made, the United States has
2r3,ooo acres of plantings for protect-
ing individual fields; the Soviet
Union plans r5 million acres of
plantings to protect 3oo million acres
of cropland.

Loveland points out with consid-
erable relish that the United States
has built 68o,ooo ponds since 1936,
while the Soviet r5-Year PIan calls
for only 45,ooo ponds and reservoirs.
If anyone thinks there is any profit
in such comparisons, he should bal-
ance ofi the relatively small ponds
on individual American farms against
the more sizable lakes averaging 4o
acres which are planned on the So-
viet collective farms. Then, too, one
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would want to know if the bulk of
our ponds are not to be found in the
relatively humid areas, rather than
where the subsoil water table is re-
ceding so dangerously.

For unvarnished ill will and ig-
norance Henry Luce's Lile magazine
reaches a low point. It avers that the
aim of the whole S-oviet plan is
"obviously to take the peasant's mind
off his own misery." It goes in for the
quaint theory that Soviet farmers
in the Red Army were upset by see-

ing the "individualistic cultures of
Romania," etc. It is well known that
Romanian agriculture down to the
end of the war adhered to the feudal
pattern of a few great landholders
dominating a myriad of uneconomic
peasant holdings. Such were the "in-
dividualistic cultures" for which Life
& Co. mourn! The Lile editorial
concludes that "Stalin has become
the greatest pie-in-the-sky artist since
the Pied Piper of Hamelin." At the
risk of injecting the reality of prose
into the poetry of Life's editorial
scribbler, be it remembered that the
Soviet plan includes provisions aim-
ing at the extermination of prairie
gophers.

Brushing aside all such obscuran-
tist reactions, there can be no ques-
tion that farmers of all nations, in-
cluding our own, will thrill to this
grand plan. The Soviet press tells of
the enthusiastic meetings of the col-
lective farmers to discuss and vote on
signing the necessary agreements
with their Machine Tractor and the
new Forest Shelter Belt Stations.
Are there farmers in any country

who would not welcome such a proj-
ect for more efficient and increased
production, with all capital costs
financed on a ten-year basis, first
payments delayed five years, and
with the heaviest and most expensive
type of equipment made available for
carrying through major improve-
ments ?

FROM SOCIALISM TO
COMMUNISM

The launching of this comprehen-
sive and revolutionary agricultural
project, the r5-Year Plan, must be
seen as an integral part of the sys-
tematic advance toward the gradual
transition from Socialism to Com-
munism. What is signalized here is
the incredibly rapid reconstruction of
the Soviet economy, which, consider-
ing the destruction perpetrated on
Soviet soil by the German invaders,
is a miraculous achievemenr in its
own right. The r5-Year PIan, clearly,
is further proof of the enormous su-
periority of the Socialist system over
moribund capitalism.

This all-too-brief presentation of
the many, varied technical aspects of
the r5-Year Plan should suffice to
indicate that a project of this scope
requires not only a Socialist state,
but also an advanced industrial tech-
nique of considerable magnitude. It
is clear, too, that an advanced, So-
cialist agriculture based upon a

highly-developed mechanized tech-
nique, and developing a cultured and
enthusiastic class of collective farm-
ers, are prerequisites for the fulfill-
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ment of such an enormous plan,
In this connection, it is interesting

to reread Stalin's graphic description
of the state of agriculture in the
U.S.S.R. in ry24: "On the whole, ag-
riculture at that time resembled a
boundless ocean of small individual
peasant farms with backward, me'
dieval technical equipment."x Stalin
went on to add, however, that "we
now II93G-L.H.] have mechanized
production, conducted on a scale
larger than anywhere else in the
world, with up-to-date technical
equipment, in the form of an all-em-
bracing system of collective farms
and state farms."**

Up to the time of the Nazi at-
tack on the U.S.S.R., Soviet agricul-
ture continued to register great gains,
participating in the general advance
of Soviet society from Socialism to
Communism. With postwar recon-
struction largely completed, that ad-
vance has been resumed. The 15-
Year Plan for agriculture boldly
announces the intention of the Soviet
people to conquer the forces of na-
ture, thereby hastening the maturing
of the first precondition of Commu-

plete elimination of the - contradic-
tions between town and country. A
great forward step is thus under rvay
toward realization of the Communist

-t 

J*pl, Stalio, "on the Draft Constitution of
the U.S.S.R.," Lmin*m; Selecte.d. Vritingt, 1o-
teroatiooal Publishers, Nry York, 1942, i. 380.*'Ibid., p.381.

motto: "From each according to his
ability, to each in accordance with
his needs."

Though not mentioned in the 15-
Year Plan, the development of civil
uses for atomic energy will undoubt-
edly greatly speed the revolution in
agriculture and the progress toward
Communism. The advent of cheap
and virtually limitless power for both
industrial and agricultural purposes
will, under socialist conditions, free
man from the drudgery and ardu-
ous toil which is the legacy of the
past. The possibility of applying
vastly increased power per acre will
speed the day when agriculture can
be brought abreast of industry, will
open the door for further enormous
advances in the conquest of nature
and the progressive reforging of
man.

THE T5-YEAR PLAN AND
PEACE

The r5-Year Plan is the latest and
most decisive confirmation of the
peaceful intentions and profound
commitment to peace of the Soviet
people, their government, and the
Bolshevik Party. In striking contrast
to the capitalist states which are
saddling the peoples with growing
burdens of frenzied rearmament and
hysterical war preparations, which
are hatching the most aggressive
plans for imperialist war-the land
of Socialism is dedicating and direct-
ing its main energies and resources
to a long-range project of peaceful
construction, to the crcation of a rich-
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er and happier life. In relation to this
actuality, the r5-Year Plan is integ-
rally bound up with the Soviet pro-
posals for disarmament, for the peace-
ful negotiation of all differences,
for a prohibition on atomic weapons.

The Soviet r5-Year Plan constitutes
a great stimulus and inspiration to
the forces of peace the world over,
It should hearten the truly demo-
cratic forces in the United States,
who are striving to achieve an en-
during peace, on the course of strug-
gle to defeat the war plotters and
to link our country in solid friend-

ship and co-operation with the
U.S.S.R. as the indispensable guaran-
tee for the peace of the world.

The Soviet r5-Year Plan gives new
occasion to bring the truth of Social-
ism to great numbers of workers,
farmers, and other sections of the
population, to present this living refu-
tation of the slanderers of the Social-
ist sthte, to demonstrate that Social-
ism is a system based on peace and
plenty, not hunger and war, that
Sociaiism will forever banish poverty,
economic backwardness, crises, op-
pression, and war.

"In every movement, in every struggle of ideas, there are certain
confused souls who are comfortable only in gloominess. As long as

basic prin6iples themselves are not clarified, these individuals are
allowed free reign; as long as every one is fighting for clarity, it is
not easy to recognize their pre-ordained unclarity. But when the
elements divide, when principle stands against principle, then the
time has come to dismiss those incompetents and definitely to settle
accounts with them; then their emptiness is disclosed in startling
fashion."

Frederick Engels, in Literature and Art,
by Marx and Engels, p. 86.
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By N. SPARKS

In a recent pamphlet, The Com-
rnunist Answer to the Challenge o'f
Our Time, Dr. John Lewis, editor
of the British Modern Quarterly,
quotes a description of the intellec-
tual bankruptcy of the bourgeoisie
today from Alexander Mlller's Cltris-
tian Significonce of Karl Marx;

Events are out of hand, our genera-
tion is in the grip of gigantic forces
l-uhose nature no man can understand
and which are beyond the power of
men or of democratic assemblies to
control. The future of society is being
shaped by influences impeisonal. or
dcrnonic. so that intelligent interven-
tion is impossible or meaningless. This
sense of overmastering fate is shatter-
ing in its effect on personal respon-
sibility. It takes the stuffing out of men,
it creates numbness of mind and soul,
a sense of helplessness and sheer fru-
stratl0n.

This is the way in which the decay
of the bourgeois social order lays the
basis for irrationalism and mysticism.

And from Professor Salvador de
Madariaga, Dr. Lewis quotes a tell-
ing admission:

"The depth and gravity of the
crisis may be measured by the fact

* A lecnrre delivered by the Los Angela
Couorry Chairman, Comunisc Party as one of
a seric of lctures on Marxism delivered by
various California leders of the Communist
Party in Los Angels and San Francisco, April
and May, 1948, io comemomtion of the Cen-
teonial of Mmiso.

that a growing number of n-ren of
science are being converted to Com-
munism."

What is it that draws scientists to-
ward Communism, toward Marx-
ism ? It is the fact that Marxism is
able to shape order out of the tur-
moil of new developments in science
as in social life, which appear so

chaotic to the bourgeois mind, and
that Marxism is able to demonstrate
man's capacity to dominate the gi-
gantic forces of nature.

This is possible, first, because
Marxism is itself a science. It is the
science of human society and its
development. It is based on the actual
observation, not of some abstract,
isolated Robinson Crusoe, but of
concrete human societies. It analyzes
their underlying motive forces, dis-
covers and verifies the laws of their
development, predicts their future
course, and shows in what way active
agents in society-the class forces-
can influence and direct the devel-
opment of society. It is a science that
has been brilliantly confirmed by
historical events.

But Marxism, as the science of the
development of society, makes
special contributions to all science.
It does this in a number of ways.
First, by demonstrating how science
develops out of the needs of society,
it clarifies the history of science and
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establishes the connection of science
at all stages with society and social
development. Secondly, it contributes
a philosophy-dialectical materialisrn

-fully consistent with scientific ob-
servation and method, which greatly
aids the conscious development of
science. Thirdly, it extends science
to lhe social field, thus opening up
the opportunity for the greatest
utilization of science for all human-
ity. Finally, it defends science against
all its enemies-the obscurantists, the
irrationalists, the political reaction-
aries, etc.

AII science is a product of society.
It develops, not out of a priori, aE
stract thinking, but out of the needs
of society in the struggle for ex-
istence to harness the forces of
nature.

The development of science has
by no means constituted a peaceful
intellectual process of observation
and theory. On the contrary, science
has developed, not only through
man's struggle against the forces of
nature, but also through a most em-
bittered struggle against the reaction-
ary forces of society. The ruling
class, both under feudalism and in
the later stages of capitalism, feared
the revolutionary social ideas flowing
from the development of science.
Notorious is the attack of the Roman
Catholic Church and its Inquisition
upon science and scientists, a fact
which apologists are now attempting
to gloss over. It was not until Coper-
nicus lay on his death-bed that he
<lared to give orders for the publica-
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tion of his theory. And Galileo will
always remain an outstanding sym-
bol of mankind's struggle against
reaction and clerical obscurantism.

The church fought against the
Copernican system ostensibly be-
cause, by showing that man is not
the center of the universe, it lowered
the importance of man, and there-
fore of God. It hampered the devel-
opment of anatomy and physiology
as "leaving no room for the soul,"
and retarded the emergence of mo-
dern medicine. It fought the science
of evolution for tracing man's origin
to lower animals as against the
"Creation" theory that man was
fashioned "in the image of God." It
fought against the theory of the
evolution of society and of the
family, as lowering the moral dignity
of man. In reality, however, these
discoveries, far from lowering man,
aggrandized him and freed him
from superstition.

But of greater and more lasting
significance than the physical and
political attack on science by the
church has been the philosophical
assault. Modern idealism, advanced
by Bishop Berkeley in rTro as reli-
gion's answer to the developments
of science, has remained on the stage
in various foims, contesting the ob-
jective reality of the universe. The
new 2oth century discoveries, which
have again overthrown former me-
chanical conceptions, are interpreted
by the idealists, "positivists," etc.
(and even by some of the scientists
themsehes), as disproving the ex-
istence of matter, of space and time,
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and of causality. Others among them
would reduce the universe to a chaos
of "statistics" about "sensations"
presided over by a God.

Up to the rgth century, despite
the great developments brought
about by the rise of the bourgeoisie,
science remained fettered by a me-
chanical outlook. Thus, Engels
points out in his Dialectics of Na-
turc i

. . . what especially characterizes
this period is the elaboration of a pecu-
liar general outlook, in which the cen-
tral point is the view of the absolute
immutability of nature. In whatever
way nature itself might have come into
being, once present it remained as it
was as long as it continued to exist.
The planets and their satellites, once
set in motion by the mysterious "first
impulse," circled on and on in their pre-
destined eclipses lor all eternity, or at
any rate until the end of a1l things. The
stars remained forever fixed and im-
movable in their places, keeping one
another therein by "universal gravita-
tion." The earth had persisted without
alteration from all eternity, or, alter-
natively, from the first day of its crea-
tion. The "five continents" of the pres-
ent day had always existed, and they
had always had the same mountains,
valleys, and rivers, the same climate,
and ih. same fora and fauna,texcept
in so far as change or cultivation had
taken place at the hand of man. The
species of plants and animals had been
cstablished once for all when they came
into cxistence; like continually pro-
duced like. . . . In contrast to the his-
tory of mankind, which develops in
time, there was ascribed to the history

of nature only an unfolding in space.

AII change, all development in nature'
rvas denied. Natural science, so revolu-
tionary at the outset, suddenly found
itself confronted by an out-and-out con-
servative nature in which even today
everything was as it had been at the
beginning and in which-to the end of
the world or for all eternity-every-
thing would remain as it had been

since the beginning. . . .

The first breach in this petrified out-
look on nature was made not by a

natural scientist but by a philosopher.
In ry55 appeared Kant's General Na-
twal History and Theory ol the
Heauens, The question of the first im-
pulse was abolished; the earth and the
whole solar system appeared as some-
thing that had come into being h the
course of time.*

The Kant-Laplace nebular hypo-
thesis is today considered as probably
incorrect; but it was of tremendous
significance, as Engels points out, in
breaking the "petrified [mechanical]
outlook on nature." It shor,ved that
the solar systern, and inferentially
nature as a whole, had a history. In
his notes, Engels lists the succeeding
breaches in this "petrified outlook"
as follows:

The first breach: Kant and Laplace.
The second: Geology and Palaeontology
(Lyell, slow development). The third:
organic chemistry, which prepares or-
ganic bodies and shows the validity of
chemical laws for living bodies. The
fourth: r842, mechanical Iequivalent
of] heat. . . . The fifth: Darwin, Lam-
arck, the cell, etc. . . . The sixth: the

r lrederick Eogels, Dialectics ol Nature, loter
national Publishers, Nq York, 1940, pp. 6, 8,

comparatiue elemen, in anatomy. .*
Elsewhere, Engels lists the three

great discoveries that broke through
the mechanical approach and laid
the basis for the'Marxist philosophy
of dialectical materialism: r. The
discovery of the conservation and
transformation of energy; 2. The
discovery of the cell as the unit of
all living organisms: 3. Darwin's
theory of evolution.**

Some of the principles which char-
acterize the Marxist philosophy of
dialectical materialism are: that mat-
ter is primary and is the substance of
all objective reality; that matter and
motion are inseparable; that phenom-
ena do not exist in isolation but in
interconnection and interdependence ;

that development proceeds through
the interpenetration and struggle of
opposites; that the unity of opposites
is relative, while the strugele of mu-
tually exclusive opposites is absolute;
that this struggle of opposites is the
inner content of all development,
which proceeds through the transi-
tion of quantitative changes into
qualitative changes (leaps, muta-
tions).

Only dialectical materialism car-t

enable science to steer through the
immense uncharted seas that have
opened up with the overthrow of the
old mechanical concepts by the new
great discoveries of the zoth centlrry,
This overthrow came about primarily
through (r) the famous Michelson-

I lbid.., p. 186.
'r Engels, Lad.uig Feuerbech, International

I\rblishers, Nry York, 7947, p- 39.
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Morley experiment, which demon-
strated the invariability of the speed
of light, forming the basis for Ein-
stein's theory of relativity, which in
turn dispensed with the hypothetical,
and by then inadequate, conceplion
of the ether; and (z) the discovery
of radio-activity, which revealecl the
transmutation of the elements and
eventually culminated in the discov-
ery of the transmutability of matter
and energy.

Thus, the discovery that rnatter is
made up of electrons, prorons, neu-
trons, etc., that matter can be con-
verted into radiation, i.e., energy, and
vice versa, has been taken by idealist
and positivist philosophers as evi-
dence that "matter has disappeared."

Holever, Lenin gave the dialecti-
cal materialist answer to this "evi-
dence" as early as r9o8 it his Ma-
terialisrn and Empirio-Criticism. \n
answering the positivists of his day
Lenin said:

. . Natural science leads to the
"unity of mattrsy"-sush is the real mean-
ing of the statement regarding the
disappeaiance of matter, its replace-
ment by electricity, etc., which is lead-
ing so many people astray. "Matter is
disappearing" means that the limit
within which we have hitherto known
matter is vanisl'ring and that our knowl-
edge is penetrating deeper; propertics
of matter are disappearing which
formerly seemed absolute, immutable,
and primary (impenetrability, inertia,
mass, etc.) and which are nolv revealed
to be relative and characteristic only
of certain states of matter. For the soie
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"property" of matter with whose recog-
nition philosophical materialism is
bound up is the property of being an
objectiue reality, of existing outside our
mind.*

And Engels, as far back as rB7B,
long before these discoveries, showed
in his Anti-Dtihring that the trans-
mutability of matter and energy is in
harmony with the principles of dia-
lectical materialism. Engels then said:

Motion is the mode ol existence ol
natter. Never anywhere has there been
matter without motion, nor can there
be.*'t

The quantum theory of Planck:
the discovery that radiation is liber-
erated in discontinuous quanta or
"packets," thus explaining among
other things the separate lines in the
spectra of the elements, likewise sup-
ports dialectics.

But the biggest idealist circus has
been staged over its related "uncer-
tainty principle." This principle de-
clares that it is impossible to deter-
mine the speed and position of a
particular electron at any given mo-
ment, because the light by which it is
observed itself causes a change in
the motion of the electron. The ideal-
ists have sought to apply the "prin-
ciple of indeterminacyi' or uncer-
tainty, to all science, declaring that
this principle proves that there is no
such thing as causality in nature, that
all nature is "unknowabler" and that

+V. I. Lenio, Matqialitm and Empirio-Criticisn,
Seleced Vorks, Vol. XI, Internatiooal Publishers,
New York, 1941, pp. 376-117.

* * Engels, Anti-Dubing, International Pub-
lishers, Nq York, 1919, p. 68.

the very basic structure of matter pro-
vides a place for "faith."

But, as Haldane has pointed out,
this principle of indeterminacy is in
full accord with dialectical material-
ism. In the words of l{aldane:

There is no essential fuzziness about
matter which prevents us observing it
as accurately as we wish. . . . Simply,
we do not know how much the velocity
of an electron has been changed by the
act of photographing it. . . . In other
words, our observation of any object
is, among other things, a physical pro-
cess which affects the object observed.
It follows that there are no observers
who are only observers and merely sit
back and take no part ir the process
of the universe. That is an extremely
general principle of Marxism. Marx
continually pointed out that observers
of society are also active members of
that society, that either they are pro-
ducers or they do not produce. In each
case, it will make a diflerence in their
outlook. In general, it is impossible to
get outside the universe.

Does this principle of indeter-
minacy negate causality and law in
nature? By no means. It shows only
that specific predictions cannot be
made about a specific indiuidual in
the midst of a mass. But the law of
the mass of cases holds true. Thus.
there is no such thing as "the free
will of an electron," a concept which
Zhdanov so correctly ridicules in his
discourse "On the History of Philos-

' ,. B. S. Haldaoe, Tbe Marxtt Pbilotopby
and, tbe Scinces, \andom House, New York,
1939, pp.84-85.

ophy."x Lenin explained what is
wrong with those scientists who re-
ject causality:

It is mainly because the physicists
did not know dialectics that the new
physics strayed into idealism. They
combated metaphysical . material-
ism and its one-sided "mechanismr" and
in so doing threw out the baby with the
bathwater. Denying the absolute charac-
ter of some of the most important and
basic laws, they ended in denying all
objective law in nature ahd in declaring
that a law of nature is a mere conven-
tion, "a limitation of expectatioil;' "a
logical necessity," and so forth.**

The emergence of the Einstein
reladvity theory showed the unity of
the space-time continuum and the
dependence of its magnitude and
configuration upon the velocity of
matter in motion. But this again was
erroneously interpreted by many
idealists as disproving the objective
reality of spece and time.

Lenin, affirming the objective real-
ity of space and time, stated:

Recognizing the existence of objec-
tive reality, i.e., matter in motion in-
dependently of our mind, materialism
must also inevitably recognize the
objective reality of time and space, in
contrast above all to Kantianism, which
in this question sides with idealism and
regards time and space not as objective
realities but as forms of human under-
standing.***

And Haldane points out that Ein-
stein's theory of relarivity improved

' Political Affair, April 7948, p. 365.
'* Lenin, loc, cir., p. 318.t'r lbid., p,2)5.
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on the Newtonian theory by esteb-
lishing the inseparability of space and
time from matter:

. . . It followed that the classical
theory of space and time must be rejec-
ted as being metaphysical, that is to
say, as postulating something beyond
matter, namely an abstract space and
time which had properties apart frorn
those of any events going on in
them.*

In recent years, many idealist
philosophers, and some scientists,
have been attempting to prove that
the universe is 6.nite.

ON THE MILNE THEORY
OF "CREATION"

Zhdanov points out, however:

Many followers of Einstein, in their
Iailure to understand the dialectical
process of knowledge, the relationship
of absolute and relative truth, transpose
the results of the study of the laws of
motion of a finite, limited sphere of the
universe to the whole infinite universe
and arrive at the idea of the finite
nature of the world, its limitedness in
time and space. The astronomer Milne
has even "calculated" that the world
was created two billion years ago.+*

Milne's theory referred to by Zhda-
nov deserves particular attention,
since it alerts us to the danger of
accepting at their face value the the-
ories of bourgeois scientists, as distinct
from accepting their concrete scienti-
fic findings. As we shall see, Milne's
theory is intimately linked up, not,

i Haldane, loc, cit,, p. 67,** Zhdonov, loc. cir., p. 365.
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alone with positivist, but also theis-
tic views.

Milne's theory is based on a pic-
ture of the universe described by
Haldane as follows:

When we observe the spiral nebulae
we find that they seem to be composed
of stars much like our sun and its
neighbors, and their spectra show the
presence of the same chemical elements.
But the spectral lines are all shifred to-
wards the red, as are the spectra of
stars which are known to be moving
away from us. The speed of recession
can easily be calculated from thc shift,
and it is found that the few bright
nebulae which are believed to be
nearest, are moving away most slowly,
while the dim ones which are thought
to be farther ofi, are receding more
quickly. If the speeds are uniform, then
about two thousand million years ago
all the nebulae would have been con-
centrated into a smal1 volume.*

This is, of course, the widely popu-
larized theory of an expanding uni-
verse, which has been given varied
interpretation by different scienrjsts.
To continue with Haldane's descrip-
tion of these theories:

Going back two rhousand million
years into the past, all the infinite num-
ber of atoms in the expanding universe
rvere packed into an indefinitely small
volume, from which they rushed out
explosively. This explosion is identified
by apologists of religion with the crea-
tion of the world by God, though it is
not very like the accounts of that event
given in the Bible and other ancient
documents. The same figure of two

thousand million years turns up in
many other connections. The atoms of
the metal uranium break down at a
constant rate, yielding lead and helium
as end products. Anaiysis of rocks show
nothing older than about fifteen hund-
red million years. The helium in me-
teorites agrees with an upper lin-rit of
two thousand million years for their
age. Calculations regarding the,orbit
of Mars give much the same age for
it.*

Milne's cosmological theory takes
its position on the principle that there
is no such thing as a fixed time-scale
in nature and that "the adoption of a
scale lmy emphasis-N.S.] of time is
an arbitrary act on the part of the
thinker."** Milne develops a time-
scale which he deduces from consid-
erations of kinematics ("kinemitic
time"), and which has a zero point
(i.e., origrnates) at his moment of
"creation."

FIe works out a simple mathemat-
ical formula by which-events can be
transposed from his "kinematic"
time-scale to the ordinary, "dynami-
cal" time-scale. The kinematic time-
sccle, he holds, "is appropriate to
radiation," while the dynamical time-
scale "is appropriate to material part-
icles and sys11g5."it*'F

The zero, or "creation point" on
his kinematic time-scale becomes
minus infinity on the dynamical
scale-that is, it disappears, and "dy-
namical" time stretches backward
infinitely. Thus, Milne presents (in

r lbid., pp. 67-68.
* * E. A. Miloe. "Cosmological Theories,"

Attropbytical Jotrnal, Yol. 97 (1940), p. 157.**' lbid., p. 158.* Haldane, loc, cit,, p, 66-
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technical terms) two world pictures:
If . . . [we use dynamical] time,

then the universe is not expanding, is
infinite in spatial extent with an in-
finite past history and the appropriate
public space is hyperbolic. If . . . an
atomic frequegrcy is taken as constant

fkinematic time], then the universe is
expanding uniformly, is finite in spatial
extent with a finite past history and the
appropriate private spaces are flat. . . .

The existence of the two time scales is
closely connected with the disjunction
between matter and light.*

Each scale gives a difierent picture
of the universe, explaining some of
the puzzline phenomenal and on
each of these scales certain of the in-
consistencies are solved, while others
remain unsolved. Milne asserts that
there is no meaning to the question:
which picture is correct? He claims
that both pictures (which are incon-
sistent with each other, but mutually
transposable) are simply difierent de-
scriptions, from difierent viewpoints,
of the same universe.

The gain that Haldane sees in
Milne's theories is that they appear
to make striking approaches and give
tentative solutions to many problems
of cosmology, and that they lead to
a conclusion that the laws of nature
are themselves evolving. The ques-
tion that we must raise, however, is
whether this conclusion is not ob-
tained at the expense of more basic
conceptions-whether Milne's two
time-scales do not again divorce mat-
lcr from energy and establish a uni-
vcrsal dualism.

'Ibid., pp. 157-r58.

It is significant that Milne's kine-
matic time-scale "appropriate to
radiation" (energy) contains the con-
cept of creation. Here we seem to
have again the tie-up of energy (as
apart from matter) with the concept
of God. On the other hand, his dy-
namical time-scale "appropriate to
material particles," having no crea-
tion and recognizing time as stretch-
irg backward to infinity, would
seem to be in accord with material-
ism.

Cornforth's attempts to show that
the contrasting world pictures baped
on the two time-scales are compadble
with a materialist concept of the uni-
verse, since it is a matter oI "con-
vention" or "language" which system
of time measurement we use, cannot
be viewed as valid. Cornforth holds
"that there can be a certain ambiguity
associated with the word 'time'.
'Time'can have a double meaning."
It "can be used to refer to" a certain
specific sequence of events whose
periods can be measured on a defi-
nite time-scalel or "it can be used
in a wider sense," to refer not to any
specific measurable time-order, "but
in a general way to any motion or
sequence of events."* Thus, he main-
tains, time is both finite and infinite.

On this basis, Cornforth essentially
accepts Milne's theory, although hi
denies the need to assume "an abso-
Iute creation." To quote from his
work, Science and ldealism:

. . . We need not assume that any
date it the system of the physical

+ Maurice Coroforth, Scierce md ldeaJia, lo-
ternadooal Publishers, New York, 7947, p. 20).
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world-series in which we live is the
last and latest of arry infnite series of
dates, nor that any period ol time is the
last of ary infnite series of such pe-
riods. For we need not assume that the
series of periods and dates in question
has been going on forever. On the con-
trary, we can assume that it had a
beginning and is finite, even though
that beginning was not an absolute
creation.r

Haldane shows that Milne's mo-
ment of "ci:eation," when viewed
from the dynamical time-scale,
stretches out over a period of billions
of years.** But Milne's view of the
relationship between time and space
is such that immediately at the mo-
ment of "creation" the volume of the
universe was that of a mathematical
point.*** This means that not only
did time not exist prior to "creation"
on Milne's kinematic time-scale, but
space did not exist either.

Thus, it is not the origin of a "time-
orderr" "a given sequencer" as Corn-
forth puts it, that Milne is talking
about, but the origin of time itself,
before which there was neither time-
s€quence nor sPace.

Milne himself says:

But no meaning could be attached to
asking what was prior to creation. For
as th€re were no observers to experience
a temporal sequence, the notion of a
temporal sequence, and so of time,
prior to creation is without any sig-
nificance.+***

* Ibid.., pp. 206-207.

a ii ,'li,Bi'""s irTi. {i:ll.

And similarly, on the maximum
limitations of space, Milne is equally
definite :

Can we observe material objects at
arbitrarily large distances? This is the
only meaning that can be given to the
question: is space infinitel Our answer
is: no! The measured distance of any
material object, at any epcch of obser-
vation, is not only finite but less than
an assignable bound, ct [*], and
whether "space exists" beyond observ-
able objects is not a question with a
content.**

Milne alleges that he has been at-
tempting to develop "physical science
as a purely deductive branch of
knowledge."*'tit He therefore main-
tains that he is doing the exact op-
posite of that for which Zhdanov
criticizes him. Milne insists that it is
conventional science (including the
relativity theory) which attempts to
build up a picture of the universe
based on conceptions which are de-
rived from small-scale considerations,
are finite and limited and include
tacit assumptions, etc., and do not
fit the universal (kinematic) scale.
He claims that he, on the other hand,
deals directly with considerations on
the universal scale and derives from
them equations for phenomena that
hold both on the universal and ordi-
nary scales.

* Tbe velocity of light in miles per second
times the number of seconds since "creatioa."

" * Mi.loe, Relatiuity, Grauitction and World,
Stuct*re, D, 7)2

* * I Milne, "Ratiooal Electrodynamics," Plllo-
tophical llagazire, Yol. )4 (194)), p. 74.

But the fact is that Milne's ap-
proach is similar to that of the em-
pirio-critical and logical positivist
schools. Beginning with the state-
ment that he bases himself on a

principle put forward by Ernst Mach,
he goes on to say:

As in geometry, observation vindi-
cates not the truth of the theorems, but
the applicability of the axiomatic de-
finitions to the things occurring in
nature.*

In connection with this denial of
objective reality, Milne also rejects
causal,ity when he speaks of the "use
for convenience [of] the language of
the theory of causation."**

This position is strikingly similar
to the views of Mach, as held up for
refutation by Lenin in his major
philosophical work. Thus, Lenin
qlrotes Mach:

In nature there is neither cause nor
efiect. ..I have repeatedly demon-
strated that all forms of the law of
causality spring from subjective mo-
tives and that there is no necessity for
nature to correspond with them. . . .

Apart from logical necessity [Mach's
italics-Leninl, no other necessity, for
instance, physical necessity, exists.***

Milne further demonstrates his ad-
herence to the logical positivists in
the following passages:

It must be emphasized that the ideas
about to be presented form a clean
break with the traditional method of

' Milne, "Kinematics, Dynamics aod the Scale
of Time," Proceedingt Royel Society, Series A,
Yol. 758, p. 326.

" |bid., p 126.
" r Lmin, loc. cit., p. 220.
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approach to a question of physical
science-the method of inductive gen-
eralization from experiment. The new
ideas are logical not physical.*

Thus our abstract scheme pays due
and full regard to the theory of knowl-
edge, as this has been developed by
philosophers from Locke to Russell.**

It is remarkable how throughout our
analysis each situation insists on actual-
ity. . . . Thus the mathematics insists
on an extreme positivist eg1l66[.itxtt

It is not surprising, therefore, that
as a result of his positivist approach,
Milne ends up with the conception
of limitedness of space and time as

pointed out by Zhdanov.
How does Marxist philosophy

view the question of limitations to
time and space ? Engels, in his po-
lemic against Diihring, said:

Eternity in time, infinity in space,
mean from the start, and in the simple
meaning of the words, that there is no
end in any direction . . . **rF*

And again:

So time had a beginning. 'What was
there before this beginning? The uni-
verse, which was then in an identical,
unchanging state. . . . The basic forms
of all being are space and time, and
existence out of time is just as gross
an absurdity as existence out of
sPace.

If the world had ever been in a state
in which no change whatever was tak-
ing place how could it pass from this

r Milne, "Rational Elctrodynamics," cited,
p. 73.

'* Ibid., p. 76.
'* * Milne, "The Iuverse fuuare Iaw of

Gravitation," Proceedingt Royzl Socioty, Seris
A, Vol. 1)6, pp. 62, a seq.t * | + Engels, Anri-Drchring, p. 57 .
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state to a changing state? . . A first
impulse must therefore have come in
from outside, from outside the uni-
verse, an impulse which set it in mo-
tion. But as everyone knows, the "first
impulse" is only another expression
for God.*

Haldane's designation of Milne as

a theist ("As Milne is a theist, the
idea of creation did not trouble
him."**) is certainly true. For his
fundamental work, Relatiuity, Graui-
tation and World Structure, Milne
gives the motto: "In the beginning
God created the heaven and the
earth." In presenting this theory,
Milne completely subordinates sci-
ence to religion. He declares:

This view contains no irrationalities
save the one supreme irrationality of
creatign - an irrationality indeed ro
physics, but not necessarily to meta-
physics . . . (p. r38). But creation de-
mands a First Cause. . . One can
say if one pleases that we have found
God in the universe. For the universe
seems to be a perfect expression of
those extra-temporal, extra-spatial at-
tributes we should like to associate with
God...(p.r:S).

We say if we like that the com-
plete contents of the system were
created once and for all at t: o. , . .

There if we like we may trace the
finger of God in the divine act of crea-
tion (p. r34).

And, as a second motto at the head
of his book, Milne quotes St.
Matthew: "Except ye become as little

.iro.,pp.59-61.
-. 

{' Haldaoe, Tbe Marxbt Pbilotophy md tbe
Scieacet, p. 68.

children, ye shall not enter the king-
dom of heaven."

Certainly, no / one will deny the
great contributions that have been
made to science by many scientists,
including Milne, who hold idealistic
and theistic views. But for scientists
who have reached the proud pinnacle
of modern discoveries to reject the
grandeur that this gives to the intel-
lect of Man and ta aggtarrdize inno-
cence and artless ignorance is indeed
a shameful retreat before the revolu-
tionary implications of the social use

of their knowledge. This path leads
only to the strengthening and en-
couragement of anti-scientific mysti
cism and reaction, turning science
against man and against science it"
self. In the words of Zhdanov: "It
would probably be correct to apply
to thesi English scientists [Milne,
Eddington, etc.-N.S.] the words of
their great countryman, the philos-
opher Bacon, about those who turn
the impotence of their science into a

libel against nature."*

MONOPOLY CAPITALISM
HAMPERS SCIENCE

The attack upon science proceeds
unabated on the moral and social
plane as well. We frequently hear the
familiar wail: "Science has gone too
far!"1 "science is leading humanity
to a materialist dead-end!"1 "Science
is destroying the world!" In its most
aggressive form, this "theory," chiefly
sponsored again by clerical reaction,

r Zhdanov, loc. cit,' p. 165.

was put forward in a statement by
the Reverend D. R. Davies in a series
of broadcasts on "The Defeat of Mod-
ern Man":

Somehow or other, by hook or by
crook, this world must be robbed of
the importance which it has had in
men's eyes for the last hundred years.
There is another world, or order of life,
which is more important still.

This statement was hailed with
glee by Henry Luce's Lile magazinq
which today is leading the obscuran-
tist attack of clerical reaction on the
moral values of science. This "moral"
attack gained prominence, not only
since the development of the atom
bomb, but already during the last
economic crisis in connection with
the growth of industrial rationaliza-
tion which threw millions of people
out of work.

The fact is that modern science has
grown far beyond the conditions of
the capitalist system. Most modern
bourgeois scientists, unwilling to
throw down the gauntlet to capital-
ism, ignore dialectical materialism,
Iead science toward sterile idealist
disputations, keep science atomized
in narrow, disconnected specialties,
and fail to develop the great revolu-
tionary sweep of the early bourgeois
scientists with their unified approach
to nature as a whole.

Atomic energy increases a hun-
dredfold the basic contradiction of
capitalism that Engels characterized
in the classic phrase: "The mode of
production is in revolt against the
mode of exchange." We are there-

fore not surprised to see American
capitalism attempting to suPPress,

not only the utilization of atomic en-
ergy in industry, but iven any fur-
ther study of its utilization, except
for war.

Monopoly capitalism, throughout
its existence, suppresses inventions as

long as possible in order to safeguard
its existing investments in processes

and equipment to prevent their be-

coming obsolete. Inventions that were
developed during the war are still
being kept from the market under
the pretense of military secrecy, or
with no explanation at all.

But science is not only actively re-
strained under capitalism, but also

steadily hampered by lack of plan-
ning.

Capitalists usually sneer at the idea
of a planned science for the benefit
of society as a whole. They claim
that this stultifies the initiative of sci-
entific genius. Actually, however, the
big corporations, to increase their
profits, orgaoize large research stafls
in a collective manner, involving
hundreds of scientific workers.

American industry prides itself on
the tremendous planned collective ef-
fort that made possible the develop-
ment of the atom bomb. But the
normal attitr-rte of the capitalists to-
ward the planning of science, except
where warfare or their own imme-
diate profit is involved, can be real-
ized when we consider the amazing
fact (as pointed out by Professor Ber-
nal) that the two billion dollars spent
by the American government for the
atom bomb was larger than the total

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
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sum spent on science since the begin-
ning of history.*

By contrast, the development of
science in the Soviet Union has amply
demonstrated the tremendous possi-
bilities inherent in the conscious
planning of science. The directed
conscious planning of science for so-
cial needs played a tremendous role
in developing the mighty strength
of the Soviet people as well as the
high level of Soviet scientific accom-
plishments.

But Soviet planning has never ne-
glected the planning of science along
the line of the internal possibilities
of science itself. The country has for
years been covered with a whole net-
work of scientific research institutes
and has again placed scientific re-
search as one of the central features
of the postwar Five-Year Plan. So-
viet science has always placed a high
value on developments in so-called
"pure science" and the extension of
scientific theory, and has numerous
achievements to its credit in this
field.

The continued war-mongering of
American imperialism and the build-
ing up of huge armaments for World
War III have brought yet another
and a new danger to the^development
of science in lA.merica.t Viewid su-
perficially, it might give the im-
pression that the government, by
placing tremendous budgets at the
disposal of various laboratories, is
providing scientists with opportuni-

t J. D. Beroal, "Is Scieqce Destroying the
Vorld?" Tbe Comnuaifi Aoruet to tbe Cbal-
letge ol O*r Time, Thames Publicatious, London,
p.18.

ties for developing science wfrile
working on, the needs of the war
machine. But this is not so. Robert
D. Potter pointed out in 1946 in his
book The Atomic Reuolwtion;

During this war few great achieve-
ments in any field have been based on
knowledge gained since the war began.
What happened during the intensive
research drive of the war was that "the
cream was skimmed ofi" the magic
bottle that contained the scientific
knowledge for generations past. Man
thus . . truly depleted his reserve of
scientific capital, those basic facts of
knowledge which he had carefully
discovered and accumulated through
the years.

But, says Potter:

One of the major consequences of
the application of atomic energy for
military purposes is that the science of
nuclear physics, which perfected this
great discovery, may find itself chained
to the force it has liberated. . . .Con-
sider especially the nuclear physi-
cists. . These men, too, would like
to return to days of peaceful research.
But will they return, or will they be
allowed to return? Until the day no
threat of war exists upon the earth
many of the most able men in nuclear
physics will remain in the government-
subsidized laboratories discovering new
facts about the atom and how it may
be used for new and still undreamed
power for military purposes. . . . The
skillful chain which nuclear physics has
forged on the giant of atomic energy
is a two-way chain that binds scientists
in a firm grasp.*

r Robert D. Potter, Tbe Atomic Reaol*tion,
McBride, New York, 1946, pp. L73-174.

The future of science, however, lies
not in making man subordinate to
itself or to machines, or to technology,
but in making man the master of his
surroundings and his own life. Sci-
ence has not, as we so frequently
hear from some popularizers and
philosophers, reduced man to an in-
significant pigmy on a tiny planet in
a corner of the universe. On the
contrary, it has freed man from
superstition and enables him to
establish himself as the true ruler of
the earth, his mind able to embrace
the complex laws of the universe. As
Bernal points out:

Its material achievements themselves
have made it possible for the whole
population of the world to participate
in the culture of the mind. It has
liberated people's minds and given
them the possibility of new judgments
and values, of new purposes and new
ways of acting together.*

Science has removed all limits to
the further development of mankind.
Only man's backward social organi-
zation retards this development. It is
on the solution of this problem that
Marxism concentrates its teachings
and becomes in most direct form a

guide to action. As Lenin said: "Marx
taught the working class to know
itself, to be conscious of itself, to
put science in the place of dreams."
It is the historic action of the work-
ing class, based on the science of
Marxism, that leads to the solution of

* Beroal, "Dialectical io(zaetjalisn," Mo.lffn
Quutdy (British), Vol III, No. 2 (New Se-
ries) .
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the problem of man's social organiza-
tron.

The Communist Manifesto, writ-
ten a hundred years agq analyzes the
forces that underlie the basic world
developments today. History has thus
demonstrated that Marxism possesses
the supreme objective criterion of
every true science, that is: the power
of prediction.

The bankruptcy of today's bour-
geois social science, on the other hand,
is tellingly described by Bernal:

The historian of today claims that
there is no theory of history and that
all he has to do is to describe events
as actually as possible. The economist
dissociates himself from actual financial
events such as booms and slumps and
discusses the theory of an ideal eco-
nomics which would hold if it were not
for the unfair existence of trusts and
trade unions. The philosopher gives up
once and for all the search for truth
and concerns himself only with pre-
cision of language.*

In contrast to this pitiful retreat
of the bourgeois social scientists is
Bernard Shaw's tribute to the spirit
of Karl Marx, never more alive than
today in the world-wide movements
of the millions who are guided in
their struggles by his teachings:

He never condescends to cast a
glance of useless longing at the past, his
cry to the present is always, "Pass by,
we are working for the future." Nor
is the future at all mysterious, uncer-
tain or dreadful to him. There is not a
word of fear, nor appeal to chance, nor

* Ibicl., pp. 89-9O.
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his head like a god. He has discovered
the law of social development, and
knows what must come. The thread of
history is in his hands.*

* As quoted by Lewis, Tbe Commwitt Antuqlo tbe Cballenge of our Tine, p. L6,

Frederick Engels, Anti-Ddhring, p. 29.

to Providence, nor vain remonstrance

"Nature is the test of dialectics, and it must be said for modern
natural science that it has furnished extremely rich and daily increas-
ing materials for this test,.and has thus pror.i that in the las't ,"rfyri,
Nature's process is dialectical and not metaphysical. But the scientists

between,
the old

less con-
reduces
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COTTON PATCH IMPERIAL- preaching "tolerance" and eventual "in-
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Bv Abner Bernv ;H11r:" i'ilt:'::flTT:lt-"T:T,lt T:-
iirl sore on the surface and wrote pre-

NEGRO LIBERATION, by Harry scriprions for the treatment of the symp-
Haywood, International Publishe rs, to*..
Mw York, $2.25. Now and then, the regionalists cen-

tered in the University of North Caro-
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mental appeals, and their Southern
Bourbon partners, were not, of course,
having any of Bro,,vdcr's neat scheme.
On the contrary, hardly u,as the recert

Black Belt national homeland.
This development was foreseen in

the year's discussion in the Commrrnist
Party, under the initiative of William
Z. Foster, which was concretized in a
resolution of its National Comrnittee
in 1946. This resolution on rhe Negro
question reaffirmed and further deriel-
oped the Marxist-Leninist characteriza_
tion of the Negro
United States as a n
Presented in a reoort
Davis, this resolu'tion
of the cornerstones of American Com-
munist .theory in the struggle against
imperialism.

. FJarrl Haywood's recently published
book, A/rgro Liberation, is'an elabora-
tion and a detailed analysis of that
theory. Polemical in rone, Haywood,s
book applies Marxist historical'science
to a study of Southern agriculture and
traces the development oT slavery as a
stage in the devclopmcnt of the plan-

tation system. At the roots of the Ne-
gro question in the United Stares,
Haywood proves, is the persisting plan-
tation system in the Southern Black

a majority.
he shows,
king from
s actual or

imminent "dissolution" as a result of
urban industlialization and rtrral mech-
anrzatlon.

Negro Liberation presemts the Negro
question as it relates to the plantati,on
syste m and ro monopoly capitalism.
The plantation ,yrt.-, ' ..ni., and
source of the Negro quest-ion, repre-
sents:

. serfdom in the very heart of
the most highly industrialized coun-
try in the
barbarism at
ened" twen
culture-that
"race" problem (p. rr).

SOUTHERN REGIONALISM
AND REALITY

This srare of n its
purest form in t, its
full weight bo the
5,ooo,ooo Negro Pro-

tims of the plantatior are more ex-
ploited rhan are whites of a similar
status outside the plantation.area, the
basis of their victimization is the super-

BOOK REVIE,W rr3r

exploitation of the Negro. C_ifng
Macon County, Ga., as a tYPical Black
Belt county, he driles home the point:
The whiie family's annual cash

income in ry34 was $87z.zr; the aver-

age Negro family income was $299.56-
Rnd t[e differentials in social and

cultural terms-housing, schools, hos-

than half of all the land" (P. 46).
The area of Negro maiority persists,

Haywood contends, despite the heavy
migrations beginning with World War
I, ind, to a much lesset extent, during

War II to the
r8o counties of
ng in the Black
Negro majoritY

transcends these county lines, spilling
over into 29o other counties, where the
Negro population constitutes 30 to 50
percent of the total.

IMPERIALIST "OXYGEN TENT"

The plantation system persists be-

cause of the alliance between the post-
slavery Bourbon middle class and the
Northern capitalists. Control of the
economic life of the South gave North-
ern capital control of the world cotton
market. The penetration of Northern
capital was facilitated by the "essential-
ly colonial economic structure" in the
South, American imperialism emerging
after the Civil War battened on the
rotting remnants of the slave system,
to the point where:

The Morgans, Rockefellers, Du

Ponts, Mellons are todaY the real

owDers of the South (P. S:).

of profits from the credit system based

on, and also reinforcing, the croppers'

exploitation, Northern Big Business:

. . [unctions as a sort of oxYgen
nually re-
ng planta-
its social,
with the

might of Ps to. Pre-
serve pre- f exPloita-
tion, pre scientific
methods enforcing
the ruinous singlecrop system. Its
role is artificially to retard and distort
the South's modern develoPment (P.

57).

As for the plantation itself, the front
men of Big Business, organized -into
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce"and
the National Association of Manufac-
turers, are cited by the author as pro-
posing that the government "eliminate"
from agriculture some four million
families. The farm families to be elimi-
nated are those which are the Poorest,
the producers on marginal farms. Such
a policy applied to the South would
serve further to strengthen the domi-
npnce of the plantations.

Imperialism, using as its shield and
buckler all that is decadent in Ameri-
can society, not only preserves the plan-
tation system as the basis of a sort of
internal colony, but also amplifies and
spreads the white chauvinism, and the
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ffi**T "il,3,,,Tiri;:':, ;il "' .'
In a r,vord, the Negro in the United

States has become, mainly because of
the white chauvinism carefully culti-
vated and spread by all the instruments

STITUGGLE FOR pOWER of bourgeois art, lirerarure and propa-
ganda - a "permanent _alien." The
struggle against this status has as its
ultimate slogan "the right to self,deter-
mination in the Black Belt." Realiza-
tion of this slogan implies "the elimina-
tion of the forcibly imposed distinction
between oppressed and oppressing na-
tions; it means the abolition of all and
sundry privileges of one nation over
the other" (p. ,:8).

The fight to realize the ultimate
slogan, "for the right of self-determina-
tion," begins with the most minute de-
mands of the plantation "serfs." "Their
partial demands . . . are rnore re-
volutionaryr" Haywood writes, para-
phrasing Lenin, "than the partial de-
mands of the city industrial workers
because they represent the belated and
unfinished struggle against serfdom
and feudalism" (p. ,:S).

Ftreywood recognizes the "wide gap
between the predominant reformism
of tlre Ncgro liberetion movement to-
dry and the revolutionary political
struggles inherent in the principle of
self-determination for the Negro nation
in the Black Belt" (p. z:6). But, he
shows, there is no contradiction between
the principle which he defends and
the generally agreed-upon goal of equal
rights accepted by most Negro organ-
izations. As for the slogan of "equal-
ity," it can have no real meaning and
cannot be achieved fuliy without a
"struggle for democratic land redivision
and for self-government, including the

From the local plantation overseer
through the county and state govern-
ments, right up to Washington and
Wall Street, there exists "a system of
special persecution and plunder of the
Negro people." This system, Haywood

cornmon history" (p. ,S5).
Haywood rejects the popular fallacies

of "race" as the basis of, or chief fac-
tor in, Negro persecution, and argues:

In reality, the so-called racial per-
secution of the Negro in the United
States is a particular form and device
of national oppression. The use by
an oppressor nation's ruling class of
such social difierences as language
and religion to preserve the isolation
(and thus the economic and social
inequality) of a subject people is
common knowledge (p. ,ZZ).

But, "among American Negroes,
physical difierence becomes almost the
sole characteristic" which marks ofi the
subject people from the oppressor na-
tion. "In the absence of such socio-
cultural distinctions between white and
Negro the
'racial bles
the A ser
him a the
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full right of self-determination" (pp.
zfi-zr7).

The author answers those who ac-

cuse the Communists ol |im-Crow
politics because the Communist Party
has adopted the slogan of the right to
self-determination for the Black Belt,
by showing that the right to separate
does not involve a duty to do so. Hay-
wood quotes Stalin on this principle:

A nation fsays Stalin] has the
right to arrange its life on auto-
nomous lines. It even has the right
to secede. But this does not mean
that it should do so under all cir-
cumstances, that autonomy, or sEpa-

ration, will everywhere and always
be advantageous for a nation, for the
majority of its population, for the
toiling strata (p. ,SB).

Haywood shows that the slogan of
the right to self-determination should
not be conceived as abstracted from the
current phases of the liberation strug-
gie, but rather as dialectically interre-
lated. 'fhis is so in the sense first, that
the perspective of full self-determina-
tion can give the current movement di-
rection and spirit, and second, that
limited self-determination, taking ap-
propriate forms and looking to eventual
full exercise of this right to self-deter-
mination, is possible at the succe ssive
stages of the iiberation struggle. In this
connection, the author demonstrates
that local self-government in the Black
Belt may be won and exercised under
the present federative system:

"While the right and exercise of self-
determination is the inherent goal of
the Negro struggle for national libera-
tion in the Black Belt, self-rule in ti.re

partial form of iocal self-governrnent
within the existing federal state is a

first and mandatory step in its attain-
ment. It ts the minimum requirement

tional representation for the Negro
people in-all areas of government" (P.

,6s).
fhe author concludes his discussion

of this question with the eloquent state-

ment:

logan wt'ich
iate political
in the South.

It would give the entire movement
around these urgent demands of Ne-

its ultirnate
of funda-

and the full
n" (p. $7).

LIBERAL PROGITAMS EXAMINED

In one of the best chaPters of the
book, Haywood exposes the shortcom-
ings of various "liberal" programs for
"solving" the Negro question, because

all such programs fall short of the im-
perative task of uprooting the planta-
tion system. Following an extensive re-

futation of the Iiberal bourgeois ap-
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proach of Gunnar Myrdal, this chapter
evalu:rtes the achievements and short-
comings of the Ner,v Deal policies with
regard to the Black Belt. The author
proves conclusively, on the basis of
government statistics and private re-
ports of investigators, that the New
Deal benefits, because they were not
connected with any program lor up-
rooting the plantation, actually aided
the further development of the planta-
fion system.

It would have increased the useful-
ness of the book had the author in-
cluded in this chapter a discussion of
th_e regionalists and their program.
This school of Southern "li6eralism"
was closely related to the New Deal
and is still widely influential in political
circles, being represented in the group
of Southern progressives in the Willace
Inovement.

_ Flaywood's concluding paragraph in
his New Deal discussior does ierve,
however, as a partial answer to adhe-
rents of regionalist policies:

The F.S.A. [New Deal Farrn
Security Administration] foundered
on the jagged reef of Dixie land-
lordism, and a similar fate awaits all
programs having for their aim the
benefit of the "common man" in

SOME SHORTCOMINGS

From the evalution of the book thus
far, it is apparent that Negro Libera-

tion statds out as a great contribution
to the undersranding of the Negro
question in the Unired States. This is
especially clear in its excellent analysis
of the agrarian source and basis of Ne-
gro oppression in the Black Belt plan-
tation system, as weli as in its irrefu-
table exposure of Wall Stteet imperial-
ism as the super-exploiter of the Negro
people.

There are certain shortcomings,
however, which need noting. Thesq
entail several direct omissions of sig-
nificant points, or insufficient develop-
ment of ,valid points in terms of rvhat
appears to us to be the overall needs of
the book.

On page 166, the aurhor states:

This demand [for self-government
in the Black Belt] represents the
basic interests of the impoverished
white minority of the region whose
backwardness and distress are an-
chored in the oppression of the Ne-
gro masses, since thev can be freed

sing sup-
he Negro
right of

lack Belt
Negroes is, therefore , basic to an1,
permanent alliance between them
and the sourhern white working peo-
ple.against the common enemy (p.
roo,).

This excellenr presentarion of the re-
lation between the Negro and white
masses in the Black Belt, and their
mutual inte rests, is, regrettably, not
sufficiently developed throughout the
book to provide a basis for the cemenr-
ing of the necessary alliance and com-
mon action.

In this connection, also, the alliance
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o[ the Negro people and the white
working class would be more clear to
the reader, I believe, if there were a

nrore detailed examination of the Ne-
gro working class, especially in the

Southern industrial cities. Presenting
the Negro workers as the link between

rhe white working class and the Negro

workers the part that they should play'
'lheory r,vould thus be Iighting the way
to immediate practice, which is parti-
cularly urgent, in view of the postwar
,p.""f, of white chauvinism within the

ranks of labor, most noticeably in the

South.

One feels, too, that the author has

rrot brougl'rt forward sufficiently or

with due emphasis the pioneering con-

tribution of the Communist Party, in
theory, progrtm, and struggle' as the

tried'antl consistent champion of the

Negro national liberation movement.

An omission that must be noted con-
('crns the fewish people in the United
States and the fight against the increas-

ing anti-semitism generated by reaction
in its postwar drive toward fascism. In
vicw of the fact, also, that the divisive
policy of reaction assiduously. seeks to
instiii anti-semitism among the Negro

m of an im-

i::[:.:t:
the struggle

,,[ its people for an independent na-
rional ixistence against the machina-
tions of Anglo-American imperialism,
lr:Lve inspiring mealing for the national
lilrcration struggle of the Negro people

in ttre United States. A discussion of
this point in the work under review
*olrli have enhanced its efiectiveness

as a weaPon.
These 

^criticism do not negate the

significant overall contribution Negro'
Liberation makes toward furthering a

Crowism in the United States and the

struggle for peace and democracy, be-

tween the strugglesrof the Negro peo-

pie for national liberation and the gen-

eral fight of the people against mo-
nopoly capital, would do well to buY

and .ead Haywood's book, and assist

irr providing it the widest possible cir-
cr-rlation.

The Communist Party should be

proud that one of its members, a Ne-
gro worker, a self-educated Marxist
icholar, should make such a theoretical
contriburion towald clarifying a rtajor
question which has long been system-
alically confused by the pseudo-schol-
arly purveyors of middle-class opinion.

The careful, scholarly aDnotation,
and the inclusion of appendices detail-
ing Northern monopoly holdings in the
South add to the value of the book.

This review, we feel, cannot be better
concluded than with the author's own
closirg statement:

The unsolved Negro question is a

focal poirit of vulnerability of Amer-
ican imperialisrn. It is therefore a

most vital part of concentration for
attack by the working class and the
masses of democratic Americans in
their fight againsr the imperialist ex-

ploiters and u,ar-makers. The Negro
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Deople themselves are demonstrating
the qualities of a decisive democratil
force in American life. They have
broken out of their isolation, and,
once again, as at the close of the
Civil War, they are determined to

proceed along the path of great his-
torical decision. And there can be no
doubt that they will give new and
vibrant life to their old watchword-'
land, equality and freedom.

"Let me give you a word of the philosophy of reforms. The
whole history of the progress of human liberty shows that all conces-
sions, yet made to her august claims, have been born of earnest
struggle. The confict has been exciting, agitating, all-absorbing, and
for the time being putring all other tumults to 1i1"rr... It mu=st do

Frederick Douglass, Selcctions front His 'l,Vritings, 
p. 6.
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(Continued lrom page rc46)

and traitorous Kuomintang and are forcing American imperialism to
maneuver and give ground. But the An-rerican imperialists have no in-
tentions of giving more ground than thev have to.

Here in the U. S. A., Wall Srreet forces are carefully sraging a cool
reception to Chiang's wife and emissary behind which they seek to
cover up their imperialist program of ner",, marerial aid to the.bankrupt
Kuornintang so as to harass in all ways possible the further advance
and consolidation of rhe new People's Liberated China. In trying to
carry out this policy the advocates of the Marshall PIan and Truman
Doctrine are forced to adopt concealed tactics because the great mass
of the American people is strongly opposed to intervention in China
and instead demands a complete hands-off policy.

Under these circumstances, we and other progressives are placing
major emphasis upon achieving among the workers and all democrats
a greater and deeper understanding of the solidarity which musr exist
between the anti-imperialist forces in rhis counrry, particularly labor
and its popular allies, and the democratic people of China.

Be assured, dear comrades, we shall play our part in the united mass
struggle for efiectuating the Cairo and Potsdam agreements, for stop-
ping Wall Street's imperialist inrervenrion in China, and for welding
friendship among all peoples, especially berween the peoples of the
U. S. A., China, and the U.S.S.R.

We approach all of our work and policy-strengthened by your valor
and successes and imbued with the great spirit of international solidar-
ity and co-operation-invigorated by the knowledge that you, our
heroic Chinese comrades, and countless of your patriotic countrymen,
playing a leading role in the world-wide antiimperialist carnp, headed
by the Socialist Soviet Union, are advancing the cause of national lib,
eration, peace, democracy and social progress.

CovnruNrsr Panry or ure IJ. S. A.,

Wrrrrar,r Z. Fosrrn, Chairman

EucnNr Drxwrs, General Secretary
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A Neut International Book

Trenils in Ameriran [apitalism
Prepmed, fu Ltsox Rpsnancu AssocrauoN

Basically this book is an exposition, thoroughly and impressively
documented, of how capitalists exploit labor and accumulate surplus
value, and how the contradictions of the capitalist system of economy
lead to cyclical crises. The eight chapters of the book are:

I. What is Capitalisml; II. Measurement of Surplus Value;
III. Profits of U.S. Corporations; IV. Surplus Value in Amer-
ican Manufacturing; V. The Organic Composition of Capital;
VI. The American Standard of Living; VII. Business and
Government Spending; VI[. Postwar View of American Capi-
talism. AppsNorx: Distinction Between Productive and "Non-
Productive" Workers,

In this excellent and extremely valuable work, profits and rate of
profit over a frfty-year period are compared with wages and with
capital formation. It also traces productivity trends, and demonstrates
the impoverishment of the working class in terms of accepted statistics
on family budgets, average wages, unemployment and living stand-
ards. The course of American business cycles is reviewed against the
succession of "booms and busts" that have plagued American economy
and produced mass unemployment. Government spending as an anti-
dote for the chronic sickness of capitalism is examined in the light
of the proposals of Keynesian economists for a "balanced" economy.
The final chapter surveys and analyzes the postwar prospects and
outlook in terms of the enormous drain resulting from the war
preparations economy. Ready this month.

Paper $.75, cloth $1.50

On Sale at All Bookshops

Distributed by

NEW CENTURY PUBLISHERS, 832 Broadway, New York 3, N. Y.



READY IN DECEMBER

TIIMIIHHOW'S IHIIIA
By ANNA LOUISE STRONG

Anna Louise Strong i, th. o.rly foreign correspondent to have
penetrated the Liberated Areas of China, including Manchuria,
shortly after it fell under Communist control. Tomorrow,s
Cbi.na is based on a year's stay, from July,1947, to July,1948,
in these newly liberated dreas, and her first-hand description of
how the economic, administrative, and cultural life of these
constantly expanding territories is developing and flourishing
under the dynamic leadership of the Communist Parcy, makei
enthralling reading.

By jeep, donkey and airplane, this indomitable reporter has
visited places hardly to be found on maps. She has interviewed
not only leaders like Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai, but spoken
to -workers, peasants, f.actoty managers, doctors, intellecnrals,
and hundreds of others. Her on-the-spot description of the
agraian reform, how Mao Tse-tung's military principles are
applied in the fighting against Chiang Kaishek's aimies,-Chinese
attirudes to the Marshall Plan and U.S. intervention, and the
developments leading to the establishment of a new democratic

1ll-Chinq gorernment, throws a brilliant searchlight on the
China of today and tomorrow.

Anna Louise Strong has become a fabulous figure in modern
litetaty.reportage, and in this book she carriesforwardbrilliantly
the rich journalistic traditions of John Reed, Egon Irwin Kisch,
and Lincoln Stefiens. Pubtished by the Commiitee for a Demo-
cratic Far Eastern Policy.

National Distributors 
Price: $'55

NEW CENTURY FUBTISHERS
832 Broodwoy, New york 3. N. y.


